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Autumn is conference season for politicians and printer 
companies. In the last month PITR has been criss-
crossing Europe, eating and drinking too much and 
staying in the most luxurious hotels all in the interests 
of news gathering. This year’s season has been 
particularly busy with Canon Expo, which takes place 
every five years, and Sharp's Inspire Expo, last held in 
2012, vying for attention with relative newcomers like 
Samsung Futurescape. Providing a showcase for many 
different products and technologies, events of this 
nature have a particular significance at a time when 
devices, including printers and MFPs, are becoming 
more and more inter-connected. This opens up new 
opportunities for the printer channel, giving dealers 
scope to branch out into other product areas, such 
as displays, the cloud and collaboration solutions, 
all linked together and possibly even provided 
under the umbrella of a single managed service. In 
their eagerness to advertise these new possibilities 
vendors risk under-selling the importance of print and 
developing an unhealthy and unwarranted inferiority 
complex about one of their core technologies.

In fact, printer vendors and the dealers who service their 
machines are in some ways ahead of the curve when it comes 
to device interconnectedness and could have a significant 
role to play in the  Internet of Things (IoT). At last month’s 
Futurescape event (see page 18), Paul Birkett, sales and 
marketing director of Samsung Electronics Europe, pointed 
out to PrintIT Reseller that the IoT is all about sensors, data 
collection and control systems. In other words, it needs 
physical support. And who better to provide that than copier 
companies that over the years have developed sophisticated 
management platforms to manage customer devices remotely. 
He pointed out that an average MFP has 1,400 sensors and 
that an organisation that manages more than 200 print devices 
remotely is already monitoring more sensors than a brand 
new nuclear power station. I don’t know if that is inspiring or 
disturbing.

Of course, taking pride in print and printers should not 
blind one to the challenges that printer companies 
face. In AIIM’s latest progress report on digitisation 
and the paperless office (page 34), 49% of information 
professionals surveyed said that paper volumes in their 
organisation were falling, compared to 20% who said 
they were increasing – a net positive score of 29%. In 
2011, the net positive score was just 3%.

James Goulding, Editor
07803 087228   james@printitreseller.uk
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The education sector is famous for 
its use of classroom technology – 
and for appreciating its benefits. 
In a recent survey conducted by 
Censuswide* 6 out of 10 teachers 
agreed that interactive technology in 
the classroom delivered an improved 
learning experience and increased 
engagement with students.

While schools have been quick to grasp 
the potential of interactive whiteboards, 
laptops and tablets to enhance learning, 
they have been slow to appreciate the 
benefits of other devices, notably smart 
multifunction printers (MFPs).

The Print & IT Applications in Education 
Survey 2015 conducted by iGov on 
behalf of Lexmark UK & Ireland shows 
that schools and colleges are still not 
taking advantage of the features and 
capabilities of smart MFPs that commercial 
organisations take for granted.

Using features like scanning, mobile 
printing, print quotas and device 
management will not only  boost 
productivity, improve efficiency and cut the 
cost of administration. By making it easier 
for students to print and share material, it 
can also help with learning.

Already, there are over 30 easy-to-
implement embedded applications that 
can be added to any Lexmark touch screen 
printing device to increase productivity, 
tighten up cost controls, improve time 
management and tap into the increasing 
use of mobile devices in education 
establishments.

For a touch more productivity
In iGov’s survey, only 23% of respondents 
at schools, colleges and universities said 
they used their printers for anything other 
than printing. 

Yet, the same respondents said they 
were keen to boost productivity in ways 
that Lexmark printers already support. For 
example, 40% said they would like to use 
capture and route applications to process 
student paperwork. 

Lexmark’s AccuRead Automate 
solution lets you do just that and reclaim 
up to 76% of the time spent handling 
administration documents! This serverless 
solution captures and automatically 

classifies and routes information using a 
Lexmark smart MFP, ensuring documents 
are routed properly and are easily available 
to those who need them, when they need 
them, saving you significant time and 
reducing errors.

Scanning for time-savings
Approximately 10% of education staff 
spend up to four hours a week backing 
up or scanning hard copy documents on a 
print device, and 45% of people can’t say 
how much time they spend doing this. 

In total, more than half (55%) of 
teaching and admin staff could save time 
with free applications like Scan to Network, 
as well as chargeable solutions, such as 
Scan to SharePoint. Lexmark’s Scan to 
SharePoint solution enables documents 
to be scanned straight to SharePoint 
and accessed via the web on any device, 
anywhere. The time savings, reduction in 
paper-based filing and share-ability bring 
many advantages to school administration 
and teachers.

Free cost-control app
Four out of five (82%) education 
establishments surveyed consider print 
management and cost allocation to be of 
medium or high priority, yet less than 30% 
actually do it. 

Lexmark’s free-of-charge Device Quotas 

app enables your print managers to specify 
how much printing, scanning, copying or 
faxing users can do per printer. You can 
also easily implement more advanced 
analytical print release applications, such 
as Lexmark’s own print management 
solution or that of a third party like 
Papercut or Ringdale.

Print on the go
Almost half (45%) of students already use 
tablets or similar smart mobile devices, and 
60% of schools surveyed are using or plan 
to introduce them to schools in the future. 
However only 3% currently have any kind 
of mobile print functionality in place.

Lexmark has a flexible portfolio of 
mobile printing technologies (including 
Google Cloud Print, AirPrint and other 
mobile print offerings) and applications 
that give staff and students print-on-the-
go convenience whilst also solving crucial 
challenges around document security. 

You can simplify device discovery and 
make mobile printing a reality today simply 
by implementing Lexmark’s free QR Code 
Generator and using the Lexmark Mobile 
Printing App. All users have to do is scan 
the QR code on the touch screen printer to 
add the printer and then, with just a few 
clicks, they can print their documents when 
they are away from their computer.

Every school is equipped with printers and MFPs, but very few are 
making the most of their potential to save time and boost efficiency.

Education Report: 

*On behalf of AV company Steljes

Using features 
like scanning, 
mobile 
printing, 
print quotes 
and device 
management 
will boost 
productivity 
and cut 
the cost of 
administration.
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Printing Report
Schools are not maximising the 
full potential of today’s versatile 
print devices
n  77% only use print devices to print.

Schools could enhance printers 
with applications to help improve 
efficiency
n  33% scan to network for the digital 

distribution and storage of hard copy 
documents. 

n 5% currently use Google Docs.
n  3% have mobile print functionality 

currently in place.

There is demand for automation 
of time-consuming processes
n  35% would like the option to print 

and automatically mark tests on 
demand.

n  40% would like to use capture and 
route applications to process student 
paperwork.

n  55% could save time with 
productivity-boosting applications 
like Scan to SharePoint.

n  82% consider cost allocation and 
print management to be a high 
priority.

Schools could capitalise on their 
investment in tablets
n  60% already use or plan to use 

tablets in their classrooms.
n  3% currently have a mobile print 

capability. 

Does the Educational sector 
get top marks for its use of 
printer applications?

Of students use tablets or similar devices

60%+ Use or plan 
to use tablets in 
schools in the future...

...have any kind of 
mobile print 
functionality currently 
in place

Of schools are likely to introduce 
tablet devices in the near future

TECHNOLOGY

WHO IS
LEXMARK?

Tablets – now and in the future!

Lexmark is a global technology company creating enterprise software,
hardware and services that help organisations draw deeper value from
their business information

For more information contact: retailsolutions@lexmark.co.uk 

PRODUCTIVITY 
BOOSTING

Currently, Educational Institutions would only get a C+ grade
for their use of printer device enhancing applications!

However, there is a strong desire to implement printer device enhancing 
applications amongst the respondents

Scan to Network

Already print 
test papers on
demand for 

automatic marking

Believe cost allocation 
& print management is a 
high to medium priority

of respondents spend
up to four hours 

a week scanning paperwork

of respondents can’t qualify 
the amount of time they 
are scanning paperwork

Would like the 
option to print 

and mark 
tests on demand

Would like to use
capture and route 

applications to process 
student paperwork

Print Release Mobile Print Google Docs

33%

12%
35% 40%

30% 3% 5%

PRESENT 
STATE

A recent survey by iGov for Lexmark shows that very few schools, 
colleges or universities are maximising the potential of print devices.

Only Print

11% Photocopy

2%  Scan

1%   Fax

9%  Other

77%

COST
CONTROL

The gap between the theory of print management and cost control and 
the actual application of it schools, colleges and universities!

82%
Actually use print management 

software to monitor spend 
and allocate costs

BUT
LESS

THAN

30%

TIME
MANAGEMENT

Just how much time is being spent scanning paperwork and
what opportunites does this present?

Lexmark has 
more than 
30 easy to 
implement 
applications 
that can be 
added to any Lexmark 
touch screen device to 
help teaching sta� save 
time and capitalise on 
print infratructure.

30+
apps

£ £>

55% of respondents could
save time with productivity
boosting applications like 
scan to sharepoint & other 
capture/route applications

45%

60
%+ 3%

16%

BUT
LESS

THAN

>

£3.8b 170 12,000
Revenue EmployeesCountries

C+

The Print & IT Applications in Education Survey 2015 is copyright unless explicitly stated otherwise, all rights including those in copyright in the content of this publication
are owned by or controlled for these purposes by iGov Survey on behalf of Lexmark.

The Print & IT Applications in Education Survey 2015 
is copyright unless explicitly stated otherwise, all 
rights including those in copyright in the content of 
this publication are owned by or controlled for these 
purposes by iGov Survey on behalf of Lexmark.

To learn more about Lexmark 
education solutions, please 
contact us today on  
01628 518759 or visit  
www.lexmark.co.uk
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The Apple Watch Hermes: Just 14% of 
organisations view wearable technology as critical 
to customer engagement and market development. 

UK companies have been slow to adopt 
digital transformation initiatives despite 
evidence that doing so can increase revenue 
and enhance customer retention, especially 
for an elite group of Digital Disrupters.

A new study by Freeform Dynamics for CA 
Technologies shows that 56% of UK organisations 
are executing digital transformation initiatives as 
a co-ordinated strategic program, with the most 
popular projects relating to workforce efficiency 
(cited by 48% of respondents), product and service 
development (43%) and operations and delivery 
(43%). 

However, Exploiting the Software Advantage: 
Lessons from Digital Disrupters states that 18% of 
UK organisations still undertake digital initiatives 
via separate, not always co-ordinated routes, and 
16% use digital to enhance rather than transform 
their business.

The study also reveals low uptake of innovations 
that can help deliver digital transformation. 
For example, only 33% believe that web-based 
applications and services are essential to customer 
engagement and market development; only 27% 
see mobile technology as critical; and just 14% 
think the same about wearable technology.

Ritu Mahandru, VP Solution Sales at CA 
Technologies, said: “To stay ahead in the application 
economy, companies need to disrupt across their 
traditional organisation structures, processes and 
systems. Mainstream businesses simply cannot 
continue with the status quo – they must undergo 
significant change to fully integrate digital and new 
technologies into all aspects of their business if they 
want to deliver a superior customer experience and 
close the gap on competitors.”

Organisations that do manage to achieve 
this are optimistic about their prospects: 86% of 

UK organisations that have achieved high levels 
of digital transformation are already seeing or 
anticipate revenue growth; 85% are seeing or 
anticipate greater customer retention; and 69% 
say they are able to react more quickly to business 
opportunities.

Using its own Digital Effectiveness Index (DEI) 
measurement tool, Freeform Dynamics has identified 
an elite group of  Digital Disrupters. Making up 14% 
of UK respondents, these organisations have twice 
the revenue growth of mainstream organisations 
and 2.5 times higher profit growth. 

Belief in software as an enabler of digital 
transformation is very high amongst Digital 
Disrupters. Globally, more than half (53%) strongly 
agree that in addition to their core business they 
are now also a software company – compared 
to 20% of all UK respondents; and 60% agree 
strongly that they need to become a more app-
centric, software-driven business, compared to only 
30% of all UK companies. 
www.ca.com • www.freeformdynamics.com

BULLETIN
UK companies slow to adopt 
digitisation strategies

Smart imaging
The scanPAD is a smartphone holder and 
scanning surface designed to simplify the 
imaging and sharing of documents. The 
combination of a scanPAD and smartphone 
integrates the functions of a scanner, a mini 
photo studio, an overhead projector and 
a hands-free holder for watching movies 
or making video calls/selfies. Made from 
lightweight aluminium, the scanPAD uses 
micro-suction nanotechnology to keep 
documents flat and securely in place. Flip 
the mat over and bluescreen technology 
lets you take product photographs with 
a transparent background – ideal for 
e-commerce sites. With all the intelligence 
in the smartphone, the scanPAD has no 
wires or moving parts.    
www.scanpad.com

UK businesses let 
intelligence go to waste
One in four 
businesses gains 
zero benefit from 
the information 
they possess, warn 
Iron Mountain and 
PwC, as they launch 
their Information 
Value Index to 
measure how well 
businesses manage 
information for 
competitive 
advantage.

Research by the two companies shows a 
disturbing lack of awareness of the extent to 
which business information can be exploited. 
Almost two thirds (64%) of UK business leaders 
believe they are already making the most of their 
information. Yet, the Information Value Index 
shows that just 4% of businesses in Europe and 
North America are actually getting maximum 
value from the information they hold.

Almost half (43%) gain little or no (23%) 
tangible benefit.

Overall, the Information Value Index gives an 
average score of 50.1 (46.9 in the UK) out of an 
ideal score of 100, indicating that a majority of 
businesses have a long way to go before they 
can fully release the value of their information.

Over a quarter of those surveyed don’t 
employ data analysts to extract value from 
information, or lack the data interpretation skills 
or insight application capabilities required to turn 
information into decision-ready facts, targeted 
marketing campaigns or improved processes.

The study also reveals that many UK 
organisations are failing to effectively manage 
information as it travels through the business. 
Around one in five organisations don't know 
what information they hold (16%) and where it 
is either most valuable (28%) or most vulnerable 
(23%).

PwC’s Richard Petley said: “Every transaction 
with a customer and every interaction with 
a stakeholder delivers market intelligence, 
customer insight, an opportunity for innovation 
and the potential for profit. Yet our Information 
Value Index shows that only four in a hundred 
businesses are sweating their information assets 
to create competitive advantage. In a 24/7 digital 
world, information is insight and insight is power, 
and the falling cost of technology means it has 
never been easier to harness information and 
use it like any other asset in the business.”

A summary of the report, Seizing the 
information advantage: How organisations can 
unlock value and insight from the information 
they hold, can be found at   
www.ironmountain.co.uk/pwc.

www.pwc.co.uk

September 2015

Seizing the 
information advantage
How organisations can unlock value and insight from the information they hold.

A PwC report in conjunction with Iron Mountain.
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Dovey steps down from 
Bates
Carl Dovey has stepped down as Non-
Executive Chairman of Bates Office Services. 
Dovey sold his business to Bates four years 
ago and, as Non-Executive Chairman, has 
overseen the company’s growth from an 
£11 million to a £26 million business. 

Michael Edmonds, Managing Director of 
Bates Office Services, said: “It’s been a pleasure 
working with Carl over the past four years and I 
have learned much from his experience. During 
Carl’s Chairmanship, Bates Office has undoubtedly 
become stronger.”
www.batesoffice.co.uk

ZenOffice on the 
shortlist
ZenOffice has been shortlisted for the 
Turnover Between £10m and £25m category 
of the 2015 Manchester Evening News 
Business of the Year Awards.  

The awards celebrate businesses of all sizes 
and showcase entrepreneurs, innovation and 
talent. Companies on the shortlist were chosen 
for their enterprise, competitiveness, innovation, 
management, staff motivation and customer 
service.

MEN Associate Editor Adam Jupp said: “The 
quality of entrants this time around was truly 
exceptional and made the shortlisting process 
extremely hard.”   www.zenoffice.com

New video for Midshire  
Midshire has published a second video case 
study on its website. Part of a series being 
produced by the office technology and 
service provider, the short film highlights 
the work it has done for full-service law firm 
Gorvins Solicitors. 

Midshire has been working with the Stockport-
based firm for more than 10 years during which time 
Gorvins’ headcount has increased to 14 partners 
and more than 100 staff. Over the same period its 
printer estate has expanded from one MFP to 10. 

Working with MPS partner Sharp Business 
Systems UK, Midshire has implemented key 
fob-based user authentication and a secure print 
solution to maintain the security of confidential 
documents.

Canon Partner of the Year
Following a year of significant growth, 
digital print and document solutions 
specialist IT@Spectrum has been named 
Canon Solutions Partner of the Year for 2015.

IT@Spectrum combines software and 
professional services with Canon MFPs to 
automate business processes and boost efficiency, 
productivity and profitability.

Ken Sturdy, Managing Director of IT@
Spectrum, was presented with the Award by  
Mr Kimura, Chief Executive of Office Imaging 
Products Operations for Canon Inc., and Mr 
Markus Naegeli, Head of Business Imaging, Canon 
EMEA at October’s Canon EXPO in Paris.
www.itatspectrum.co.uk 

Danwood goes 3D
Danwood Group is partnering with 
KYOCERA Document Solutions to drive 
the adoption of 3D printers in the 
manufacturing, engineering, design and 
education sectors.

KYOCERA supplies and supports a number 
of 3D Systems printers including the CubePro, 
suitable for schools and small businesses, and 
the ProJet for manufacturing and prototyping.

Nigel Allen, Marketing Director of KYOCERA 
Document Solutions UK, said: “KYOCERA’s 
partnership with 3D Systems offers market-
leading products to any business considering 3D 
printing. By partnering with Danwood we can 
ensure users benefit from a high level of service 
support, enabling them to make the most of their 
investment.”

Major move for 
Blackbox Solutions
Blackbox Solutions, an award-winning supplier 
of Samsung MFPs, is moving to new premises in 
Maidstone, Kent, having more than doubled in 
size every year since it was set up. The new offices 
will accommodate the company’s sales, servicing 
and client support staff, and also provide a drop-in 
print, scan and copying service. The offices are 
undergoing a major re-fit, which is expected to be 
completed by December. 
www.blackbox-solutions.co.uk

Bowden Digitec gears 
up for growth
Olivetti reseller Bowden Digitec is 
aiming to triple its turnover next year, 
following April’s move into new business 
premises with three times the space to 
accommodate its growing workforce.

Since it was established three and a half 
years ago, the Sittingbourne-based company has 
enjoyed sustained growth, driven largely by word-
of-mouth recommendations.

To achieve its ambitious growth plans, Bowden 
Digitec is now ramping up its marketing activity. It 
has already appointed a digital marketing agency 
and is in the process of recruiting a new marketing 
apprentice and sales professionals.
www.bowdendigitec.co.uk

(l-r) ZenOffice Managing Director Les Kerr and 
Group Commercial Director Bruce Davie
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With the TalkTalk security breach fresh in 
people’s minds, Nuance has produced a free 
whitepaper explaining what organisations 
can do to secure their MFPs and prevent 
document-related data breaches. 

Security Made Easy makes the point 
that while hard drives, embedded firmware 
and the ability of MFPs to communicate 
with other systems on the network make life 
easier for users, they also give rise to security 
vulnerabilities that should be addressed by an 
organisation’s data security procedures.

Nuance makes 10 recommendations:
1. Require user authentication for 
auditing purposes. 
Authentication enables the auditing, reporting 
and tracking of user activity, as well as various 
other security features. There is no MFD less 
secure than one that allows anonymous usage.
2. Restrict access based on user 
authorisation.
Just because a user has authenticated into the 
system, doesn’t mean they should have access to 
every function. 
3. Centrally audit all network activity.
Auditing allows the MFD to pass tracking 
information to a database. It will allow you to 
easily track down which device was the source 
of the breach, tell who the authenticated user 
was and where the data was sent. Reviewing the 
audit log helps organisations to identify a breach, 
take prompt corrective action, issue the necessary 
notifications and avoid the cost of fines.
4. Encrypt data to/from MFDs.
Communications between smart MFDs and 
mobile terminals, servers and destinations should 
be encrypted to ensure that documents are only 
visible to those users with proper authorisation.
5. Only release print jobs to authorised 
personnel.
Secure printing requires that users authenticate 
at the device before documents are released. 
Only those documents that are associated with 

the authenticated user should be printed, and the 
print job must not be stored on the device prior to 
printing. 
6. Implement rules-based printing.
Not only does this enhance security and prevent 
unauthorised users from accessing printed 
documents, it also reduces the number of 
print jobs not retrieved, thereby also reducing 
consumable resource utilisation and printing costs.
7. Enforce trusted network destinations.
Your security environment may not allow scanning 
certain types of content to email, or consider 
a workflow which sends email only to specific 
‘whitelisted’ addresses.
8. Monitor and control secure document 
activity.
Simultaneous monitoring and auditing of 
sensitive information in documents ensures data 
is controlled before it ever gets to its intended 
destination.
9. Implement network faxing.
Eliminate direct analogue faxing by adopting a 
centralised fax server solution.
10. Standardise and integrate network 
scanning.
The scanning of a file to a network folder is the 
most common and usually the type of workflow 
that is left most unsecure. 
www.nuance.co.uk

Nuance explains how to improve 
document security on MFPs

Enhanced e-sign 
capabilities for Adobe 
Document Cloud
Adobe has added new e-sign capabilities 
to its Document Cloud that make it easier 
than ever to electronically sign documents 
and contracts and eliminate the delays 
and paperwork associated with written 
signatures. 

These include a visual drag-and-drop 
Workflow Designer for creating consistent signing 
processes for employees to follow; Enterprise 
Mobility Management and Signature Capture 
for signing on-the-go; and digital signatures, a 
more advanced, secure form of e-signatures that 
comply with the advanced signing requirements of 
regulated industries and the EU.

In addition, Adobe has integrated Document 
Cloud with Workday, Salesforce and Ariba, making 
it easier for organisations to add e-signing 
capabilities to existing HR, sales, procurement and 
legal systems, and announced its intention to open 
new Document Cloud data centres in Ireland and 
Germany by the end of 2015.

Forrester Research estimates that over 754 
million documents will be signed electronically in 
2017, 350% more than in 2014. 
www.adobe.com/uk

Integra buys back 
business
Leading buying group Integra Office 
Solutions Ltd has purchased 100% of the 
group’s share capital from independent 
investor Hemel Holdings Ltd.

The deal sees the UK’s largest dealer group 
revert to a co-operative model focused on the 
needs of the independent dealer and industry 
partners.

Integra Managing Director Aidan McDonough 
said: “This agreement not only allows us to protect 
our members’ best interests, but also to continue 
our focused approach to growth and the further 
development of services and solutions to benefit 
the independent dealer and our industry partners.”

The management buy-out was backed by 
Finance Wales and Barclays. Greenaway Scott 
advised Integra on the transaction.
www.integra-office.co.uk

White Paper

Document Imaging Products
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Security  
made easy.
Recommendations for addressing security 

vulnerabilities in network printing, scanning   

and faxing.  

Beta, already an Authorised Distributor 
for Quantum Storage tape media, has 
now been made a distributor for the 
Quantum range of end-to-end storage 
solutions, including primary hybrid 
storage, disk appliances, tape libraries, 
cloud environments and StorNext.

Quantum is a world leader in scale-out 
storage, archive and data protection, with 
over 100,000 deployments in more than 100 
countries. 

Ricky Patel, Business Manager at Beta, said: 
“We have a very successful track record for 

selling Enterprise Storage Tape media, so we’re 
already dealing with resellers who are familiar 
with Quantum, but we can now talk to them 
about the full suite of solutions. However, our 
proposition to Quantum is that we will take 
their products to new resellers, adding real 
incremental business to their UK operation.”

He added, “All the new vendors we’ve 
signed recently have seen the benefits of the 
wide and varied nature of our customer base 
and Quantum will be no different.” 
ricky@betadistribution.com  
020 7531 2856

Beta extends relationship with Quantum Storage
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Xerox offers free 
warranty extensions
Xerox is offering a one-year, on-site 
warranty extension free-of-charge to 
customers who buy a full set of Genuine 
Xerox toner or ink within the last 60 days 
of an existing warranty period.

The offer applies to selected colour A4 
multifunction printers (MFPs) and A4 and A3 
printers and can be redeemed again and again 
until a device reaches its maximum page count.

Xerox says that this initiative, like Xerox 
Supplies Service and Genuine Xerox Rewards, is 
part of its value proposition to resellers and will 
help build long-term relationships with customers. 
www.xerox.co.uk/office/campaigns/
lifetime-warranty/engb.html

BLI acquires InfoTrends
Buyers Laboratory, LLC (BLI) has acquired 
InfoTrends, a division of Questex, LLC. The 
move will create a global team of over 
125 document imaging experts and a 
comprehensive portfolio of products and 
services.

Gerry Stoia, President and CEO of BLI, said: 
“We’ve long held that BLI and InfoTrends are 
highly complementary businesses with a shared 
focus on the global digital imaging industry. 
Combining BLI’s independent testing capabilities 
and exhaustive product knowledge with 
InfoTrends’ strategic market and research expertise 
is a powerful combination and will allow us to 
innovate across a broader portfolio of products and 
services and ultimately deliver greater value to our 
customers across the globe.” 

A Team on the Horizon
ECi Software Solutions Ltd has completed a series of opXML links for A Team Distribution 
Ltd, an independent trade supplier of replacement toner and ink cartridges. 

The links will enable dealers who use ECi’s Horizon business management system to send purchase 
orders, order acknowledgements, invoices and credits to A Team Distribution electronically.

Paola White, VP Sales and Marketing for ECi, said: “A Team’s decision to go down the opXML 
electronic trading route is yet another example of the wider adoption of electronic trading by 
distributors outside the traditional wholesale channel. Distributors who implement opXML typically 
see incremental sales as it makes it easier for dealers to have a direct relationship with them. Our 
customers benefit from a wider selection of products, giving them more power in the channel.”   
www.eci.eu

Tuffers bowls up for 
Integra 
England cricketer Phil Tufnell is to speak at 
the Integra Office Solutions Opportunity 
Knocks National Conference on 26 
November, at The Hinckley Island Hotel, 
Leicestershire. 

The conference line-up includes a number of 
industry experts who will provide an overview 
of the market and an insight into the current 
changes affecting dealers, as well as a series of 
practical business sessions focusing on developing 
new business opportunities, managing change 
and increasing the effectiveness of social media 
platforms.

In addition, members will be able to learn 
more about a diverse range of products and 
services at Integra’s Supplier Exhibition, which will 
feature over 60 key partners. 
www.integra-office.co.uk

QuoStar partnership with KYOCERA
Business consultancy and IT firm QuoStar is partnering with KYOCERA so that it can offer 
customers a range of customisable document management solutions that give greater 
control of print environments and improved processing, storage and management of 
documents. 

QuoStar CEO Robert Rutherford said: “We have not entered into the managed print and document 
solutions market lightly. It has taken us many years to develop an offering which we feel matches the 
high standards of our consultancy, outsourcing and cloud services.

“The combination of our IT expertise and KYOCERA’s years of experience in the managed print 
field means that together we can deliver secure, easy-to-use document management solutions that 
have been designed to meet our clients’ specific 
requirements.”   www.mds.quostar.com

Antalis enters 3D print market
Antalis has signed an agreement with ArtSystems that establishes it as a MakerBot 
Professional Plus Reseller and Stratasys Idea Series authorised partner. In addition, 
Antalis will offer expert advice and 
model sampling for customers who are 
thinking of entering the 3D print space.

Digital Print Development Manager Paul 
Duffy said: “The 3D print market is growing 
at an unprecedented rate. As our customers 
become more aware of this burgeoning new 
technology, they are looking for guidance as to 
how this could fit within their own businesses. 
We therefore wanted to use our relationships in 
key markets to develop a 3D print offering that 
would fulfil the majority of those customers' 
demands, from entry-level to more professional 
applications.”   www.antalis.co.uk

Smaller postal bills 
JetTec has redesigned the packaging of a select 
range of ink cartridges for HP, Canon and Epson 
printers to reduce resellers’ postal bills. Smaller 
blister packaging means that cartridges sent 
through the post count as large letters rather than 
parcels and are up to £2 cheaper to send.   
www.dci.co.uk 
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DCI best at logistics 
Dynamic Cassette International (DCI), 
Europe’s largest manufacturer of inkjet 
cartridges and laser toners, has been named 
‘Best Logistic over 35 SKUs’ by Lyreco. DCI 
has been in partnership with Lyreco since 
2010, supplying remanufactured printer 
cartridges throughout the UK and Europe.

Print and give with 
Charity-Wrap
Xerox Document Technology Partner 
Document XL is re-launching a charity fund-
raising initiative it first developed in 2011. 

The Charity-Wrap scheme is designed to 
provide charities with a regular source of income 
by linking donations to office printing. Every 
time a participating business prints a colour 
page on a Charity-Wrap printer, Document XL 
will donate 1p to its preferred charity.

Charities currently on board include Marie 
Curie and Candlelighters, plus a number of local 
charities like Springhill Hospice.

Document XL Managing Director Stephen 
Dobson hopes the Charity-Wrap scheme will 
raise £1 million for charities nationwide. In 
addition to the 1p donations, he is inviting 
businesses to make additional contributions 
based on a percentage of the savings he says 
they will make by switching from an old device 
to a new Charity-Wrap printer.

Stephen Dobson said: “Many businesses 
are too busy to run charity events and collect 
sponsorship, and those who do have to limit it 
to a few times a year. With Charity-Wrap we are 
making it easy for people to support a cause 
close to their heart, with no effort.”
www.charity-wrap.co.uk

Synaxon joins BOSS Federation and 
gives members access to e-services 
Synaxon has signed up as a Silver member 
of the BOSS (British Office Supplies and 
Services) Federation, the representative 
body of the UK office products industry. The 
BOSS Federation’s membership includes over 
60 manufacturing companies and more than 
1,000 UK dealers and resellers. 

Derek Jones, Managing Director of Synaxon UK, 
said: “Most office products dealers and retailers 
are looking to broaden and diversify their range by 
offering IT products, supplies and services, but many  
find it difficult to operate within the faster-moving, 
lower-margin IT channel. Synaxon can make it much 
easier to move into these new areas by providing 
simple, consolidated and consistent access to 
information from leading IT products distributors 
with focused marketing and e-commerce support.”

Through its EGIS information and procurement 
platform, Synaxon UK offers members online 
access to the portfolios of 23 specialist technology 
distributors, as well as a comprehensive marketing 
offering for traditional catalogues and e-marketing. 

In addition, its partnership with Integra 
enables Synaxon to provide IT resellers with a way 
to establish trading relationships with leading 
stationery and office products wholesalers.

Membership of Synaxon UK starts at  £25 
per month or £250 per year, with a money-back 

guarantee for new members that don’t achieve a 
return on investment in their first year.

Other developments from Synaxon include:
n  an agreement with British cloud and 

networking provider Exponential-e, which will 
enable members to offer cloud-based IT and 
communications services, including virtual data 
centres; private wide-area network solutions; 
desktop-as-service (DaaS); infrastructure-as-
service (IaaS); online backup; business continuity 
and disaster recovery services. Exponential-e  
provides highly resilient internet, combined 
with a secure private cloud and critical business 
applications that sit on the local area network, 
on the clean side of the firewall; and

n  a partnership with award-winning business 
finance provider iwoca, giving members instant 
access to flexible credit facilities with no up-
front fees, no lengthy forms and no long-term 
commitments. Launched in 2012, iwoca uses 
technology to eliminate the cost and complexity 
of arranging traditional business credit, enabling 
smaller resellers to compete for opportunities 
that would otherwise be beyond their reach. 
Synaxon estimates that iwoca has up to £4m 
worth of credit exclusively for its members.

www.synaxon.co.uk

Xerox reward 
programme extended
Xerox has extended its rewards programme 
to include Xerox branded supplies for non-
Xerox printers. 

The Genuine Xerox Rewards (GXR) programme 
already gives customers points for the toner and 
solid ink they buy for Xerox equipment. Now, they 
can also earn points when buying supplies for non-
Xerox devices.

Points earned  from Xerox partners, resellers, 
retail stores and e-commerce websites can be 
exchanged for a range of products and vouchers or 
donated to charity.

Xerox toner cartridges for competitors’ laser 
printer have a 100% lifetime warranty and cost 25-
40% less than originals.
www.xerox.co.uk/rewards Rainbow Trust donation

Office supplies and business services 
provider MBM Omega has presented a 
cheque for £2,000 to the Rainbow Trust 
Children’s Charity, following a successful 
submission to the 5 Star Charitable Trust. 

The charity, which provides support to families 
of children with life-threatening or terminal 
illnesses, will use the funds to buy sensory toys 
designed to engage and educate children. 

To date MBM Omega has donated more than 
£7,000 to Rainbow Trust.
www.mbm-omega.co.uk

Diane Green (left), marketing manager, MBM 
Omega presents a £2,000 cheque to Kimberley 
Hawkins (right), corporate partnerships manager 
of Rainbow Trust Children's Charity 
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EveryonePrint has launched a new version of 
its mobile print software that enables users to 
print from any smartphone, tablet or mobile 
computer. 

Version 4 includes new clustering and load 
balancing features; support for three of the leading 
Mobile Device Management solutions (AirWatch, 
Good Technology and MobileIron); printing from 
Windows phone devices using a newly developed 
app; new features for Apple iOS and Android apps; 
and Google Cloud Print from Android devices or 
Chromebooks. It is also the only enterprise mobile 
print solution to install on Linux Enterprise and IBM 

System z mainframes.
Tavs Dalaa, CTO of EveryonePrint, said: 

“EveryonePrint sits entirely within the customer’s 
private network. It is hosted either on the premises 
or in the customer’s hosted MPS environment, 
but always within the customer network, so 
there are no external dependencies or external 
communication, making it highly secure – a 
prerequisite for our customers within Defence, 
Government, Finance and Healthcare.”

EveryonePrint has more than 8,000 installations 
in 83 countries worldwide. 
www.everyoneprint.com

Secure printing from 
Android devices
Cortado Mobile Solutions has enhanced 
its enterprise mobility solution, Cortado 
Corporate Server, with embedded Android 
Print for Enterprises.

For the first time, users of Android 
smartphones/tablets will be able to print 
documents directly to network printers without 
having to revert to a public cloud service like 
Google Cloud Print. 

Users can print to any printer assigned to 
them by their administrator, and documents 
stay fully SSL-encrypted from the device to the 
printer, with all processing taking place on-
premise behind the company’s secure firewall.

For security of printed output users 
can also use Personal Printing technology. 
Integrated into Cortado Corporate Server, 
this ensures printing only starts once the user 
authenticates by using their mobile device to 

scan a QR code at the printer of their choice. 
Cortado Corporate Server already 

supports printing from iOS devices. 
https://corporateserver.
cortado.com/android-print 

Mobile printer
With Dual-Antenna Wi-Fi technology, extended battery life (11% longer than 
the competition) and rugged construction designed to withstand drops of five 
foot, the Printronix ML42 mobile thermal printer is made for all-day operation 
in the most challenging warehouse conditions. Other highlights include a 
high speed processor, extensive memory options, a back-lit LCD display, 
large label-roll capacity and a forklift mount kit. For customers who don't 
need supercharged data transmissions over WiFi, the ML42 is available in a 
Bluetooth-only version.   www.printronix.co.uk

Tech Data strengthens print offering
Tech Data has strengthened its offering for 
printer resellers,with the announcement that 
it is now providing the full range of Dell 
printers in the UK and Ireland, alongside 
Dell PCs, notebooks, thin clients and Dell 
ProSupport services. 

It has also appointed its first UK and Ireland 
dedicated business development executive for HP 
MFPs. In his new role Mike Leary will make sure HP 
partners have access to all the products, accessories, 
promotions and information they need to maximise 
sales. He will also encourage more partners to make 
use of HP managed print services. 

Finally, Tech Data has formed a three-strong team 
headed by Mike Cain to address the fast-growing 
market for wearable technology and drive reseller 
and retailer sales.

Tech Data already offers a range of wearable 
devices from Samsung, Motorola, HTC, Alcatel, 
ASUS and Acer, and is planning to make significant 
additions to its portfolio.

Photo ordering from smartphones doubles
The number of consumers ordering photo products from smartphones 
has doubled since 2013, according to Futuresource Consulting.  

Its study of photo-sharing practices amongst consumers in France, Germany and 
the UK – 500 in each country – shows that smartphones are the most popular way of 
sharing images, with almost 40% of UK consumers using them for this purpose.

Jeremy Wills, Senior Print & Imaging Analyst at Futuresource, said: “In the past two years, we’ve seen 
some ‘mushroom’ photo printing apps coming into the market, as well as a growth in the availability of 
app and HTML-5 ordering platforms from existing photo resellers and retailers.

“Many of the sub-30 ‘digital native’ generation live in the moment and have also grown up in an 
age when it is the norm to share photos digitally, so a photo printing app or platform that offers a quick 
and easy way to order photo products and/or provides a creative or novelty element can be a catalyst.” 
www.futuresource-consulting.com
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Digital receipts on your 
smartphone
Point of sale printer manufacturer Star 
Micronics has enhanced its free digital 
receipting solution, AllReceipts, with 
an Engage NOW feature that takes the 
customer to a promotional landing page 
highlighting discounts, new products and 
coupons. 

AllReceipts is an anonymous cloud-based 
service for storing and managing receipts using 
a smartphone. It is enabled within the Star 
TSP100 printer driver and works independently 
of a retailer’s POS software. 

When a paper receipt is printed, a digital 
copy is automatically sent to the AllReceipts 
App on the customer’s mobile. Receipts can 
be opened once by the customer and are then 
deleted. Saved receipts can be viewed by date 
or by retailer.

The Engage NOW feature is activated when 
a customer touches the retailer’s logo within the 
AllRecepits app.

The Star TSP100 printer has  
over 5 million installations  
worldwide.

New version of EveryonePrint



BUYERS OF USED EQUIPMENT 
Dealing primarily in used copiers, we 
purchase and collect machines from 
all over the UK. With our own fleet of 
vehicles and drivers we offer reliable 
and convenient collections.

ONE OF THE UK’S LARGEST 
EXPORTERS 
Trade Copiers run a thriving export 
business for used copiers with tens 
of thousands of used photocopiers 
exported throughout the world.

SURPLUS CONSUMABLES 
Trade Copiers is a leading buyer of 
unused ink and toner cartridges. We 
ensure you get the best prices for 
your surplus consumables.

YOUR USED COPIERS AND EQUIPMENT
Trade Copiers are one of the leading exporters of used 
 copiers in the United Kingdom. Because of the high 

 demand from our export customers we are constantly 
 looking for new suppliers of used equipment.

YOUR SURPLUS TONER & CONSUMABLES
With many years’ experience in purchasing unwanted 
copier and printer consumables, Trade Copiers offer a 

fast and efficient alternative for your surplus stock.

Unit 63, Gilwilly Road, Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Penrith, Cumbria CA11 9BL 

WANTED!

WANTED!

1
2
3

Give our friendly and professional purchasing team 
a call on 01768 210800 and let us know what surplus 
equipment or consumables you have.

With many years of experience in the copier 
industry you can be certain that we will offer you 
the best prices. 

Free, nationwide collection of all of your surplus 
consumables and equipment using our own fleet 
of vehicles.

Take our 3 easy steps to earn £££££s from 
 your surplus equipment and consumables 

sales@tradecopiers.co.uk

www.tradecopiers.co.uk

01768 210 800
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Direct mail more persuasive 
than email
Direct mail is more effective than digital 
advertising in motivating consumers to 
act, according to a new study that used 
brain imaging and eye-tracking to assess 
the impact of marketing material on 
recipients.

Mirroring the findings of a separate report 
by Royal Mail MarketReach, the Canada Post 
study by neuro-marketing expert Diana Lucaci 
underlines the emotional impact of physical 
mail on understanding, persuasiveness and 
recall.

Key findings are that direct mail is:
n Easier to understand and more memorable 
– physical media requires 21% less effort to 
understand and creates a 70% higher brand 
recall;
n More persuasive – direct mail generates a 
20% higher motivation score than digital;
n Faster – direct mail gets the message across 
faster, requiring just a quick glance and low 
cognitive effort; and 
n More likely to drive consumers to act. In 
a test examining the relationship between 
persuasiveness (motivation) and understanding, 
only direct mail passed the crucial threshold 
necessary to trigger the desired action from the 
consumer. 

The study also found that direct mail’s 
motivation score jumps when scent or 
sound is included, with 'sensory' direct mail 
outperforming standard direct mail and 
achieving a 30% higher motivation score than 
digital media.   www.canadapost.ca/action

Strong growth 
underway in IT business 
investment 

by Andy Milsom, 
Head of Partner 
Training and 
Development,  
BNP Paribas 
Leasing Solutions

Revised business data 
for the performance 
of the UK Economy 
in 2015 has recently 
been published by The 
Office for National 
Statistics and The Bank 
of England. 

The information 
released makes happy reading for suppliers of IT 
equipment. Business investment, to which IT makes a 
significant contribution, has been growing strongly.

Total business investment between quarter one 
and quarter two increased by 1.6% and was 3.1% 
higher than a year earlier. However, investment in ICT 
and other equipment and machinery increased by 3% 
in the second quarter of the year and was 3.5% cent 
higher than a year earlier, which shows an accelerated 
investment trend in this particular sector. 

Whilst some larger businesses have been using 
cash reserves, built up by under-investment between 
2008 and 2013, to fund their IT acquisitions, many 
smaller businesses remain dependent on banks and 
leasing companies to ensure that they have the 
technology to remain competitive.

The Bank of England’s latest update reported that 
credit availability and demand within the corporate 
sector remained unchanged between Q1 and Q2, 
but where smaller and medium-sized businesses are 
concerned, both supply and demand for credit grew in 
the early part of the year, a trend expected to continue 
into Q3. 

Regarding borrowing costs, the Bank notes there 
was a significant fall in the price of loans to large 
corporates, but no real change for smaller businesses 
between Q1 and Q2. The Bank of England will release 
its Q3 review within the next couple of weeks and 
we will then see if the predictions for Q3 prove to 
be correct, alongside the Bank’s forecast for the final 
quarter of the year. 

Leasing remains a highly attractive option for 
funding IT investment and BNP Paribas Leasing 
Solutions has seen a strong increase in the number 
of ‘software-only’ deals being transacted. This 
confirms an industry trend in which hardware is 
rapidly becoming a less significant component of IT 
expenditure. It is important that resellers and solution 
providers make themselves fully aware of the flexibility 
available within current leasing packages. 
www.bnpparibas.co.uk

New technology division
Close Brothers has established a new 
technology services business within the Close 
Brothers Leasing & Rentals division. Close 
Brothers Technology Services will be headed 
by Ian McVicar and John Drake, previously 
managing director and finance director of 
Lombard Technology Services.
www.close-leasing.co.uk

Informa Exhibitions has reacted to 
criticism of last year’s IPEX and is 
promising a new, improved tri-ennial 
print industry exhibition when IPEX 
returns to the NEC Birmingham in 
Autumn 2017.

To this end, it has forged a partnership with 
the NEC and print industry trade association 
Picon and created a Joint Executive Committee 
representing the interests of manufacturers, 
suppliers, importers and exporters.

Peter Hall, Managing Director of Informa 
Exhibitions, said: “We are taking a fresh and 
collaborative approach to designing the IPEX 
of the future. We recognise that several aspects 
of IPEX 2014 were not successful, but we have 
learned from these and will consult closely 
with the market to ensure that IPEX 2017 is a 
UK-focused, industry-driven event that appeals 
strongly to exhibitors and visitors.” 

Picon CEO Bettine Pellant said: “There 
is a strong appetite from UK suppliers, 
manufacturers and visitors for a major event 
every three years which keeps pace with the 
speed of change in the industry, does not 

conflict with drupa and very much complements 
a variety of annual UK signage, packaging and 
print shows.” 

Blake has designed its Autumn Winter 
Collection 2015 (AW15) to add impact to 
mailings. In addition to bright colours and 
metallic/holographic effects, the collection 
includes ‘sensory’ options like tactile velvet 
and bubblewrap envelopes. Managing 
Director Michael Barter said: “Using a stylish 
and colourful envelope is proven to have a 
40% higher success rate than a plain looking 
alternative. First impressions matter and our 
range of quality, coloured papers, envelopes and 
postal solutions are guaranteed to make a great 
impression.”   www.blake-envelopes.com. 

New, improved IPEX for 2017

Blake Envelopes
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Choosing a forward-thinking 
business supplies partner with your 
business’ best interest at heart is 
never easy, but there are a number 
of rules to follow when selecting a 
partner which can ensure you make 
the correct decision. The benefits to 
following these rules aren’t always 
instantly obvious, but over time your 
business will reap the rewards of 
taking the time to consider what you 
actually need from a supplier.

VOW, the UK and Ireland’s leading 
business suppliers and services wholesaler 
with a group stock holding of £50m across 
600,000 square feet of state-of-the-art 
warehouse facilities, explains some of the 
key things to remember when searching for 
your business supplies partner.

1 Ensure you have access to 
an extensive product range
IT resellers who continue to work with 
wholesalers that only offer a limited 
product range often find it a challenge to 
grow their business. The office products 
area on its own is in decline. However, 
when combining it with other services and 
end-to-end business supplies, IT resellers 
can maximise growth opportunities not 
only in their core markets, but in new 
vertical sectors as well.

For instance, as more and more 
businesses are moving away from a 
traditional paper office, products such as 
high speed business scanners and mobile 
scanning devices are becoming more and 
more popular.

VOW’s Sales Manager Danielle 
Gallagher explains, “It’s not just about 
supplying additional products to help our 
resellers grow, it’s about staying ahead 
of the curve. At VOW we’re very proud to 
have a highly knowledgeable team with 

industry expertise across different market 
categories of technology, facilities supplies, 
traditional office and furniture. We’re 
involved in shaping, understanding and 
defining industry trends, and our resellers 
significantly benefit by staying one step 
ahead of the competition.”

The BOSS (British Office Supplies and 
Services) Federation’s outlook for Q3 2015 
showed that 36% of respondents believe 
“encouraging diversity” is one of the key 
priorities for the industry.

2 Find an Account Manager 
with a genuine interest in 
your business
A performance driven service is great, but 
you should always look for more than that. 
IT resellers aren’t faceless companies, but 
people who have taken the risk to set up 
their own business and want a personal 
service that isn’t a “one size fits all” 
solution. VOW understands that it is their 
investment, hard work and reputation 
on the line, and so it is vital that their 
account management team translates 
that understanding when looking after 

Key things to 
remember when 
looking for a supplier

customers.
Danielle adds, “At VOW, we take a 

more consultative approach to account 
management and share a genuine interest 
with our customers in ensuring their 
business thrives. If our customer does well 
we do well and we have a vested interest 
in ensuring we support all our resellers’ 
businesses. We support their business as 
it is today and ensure we have a shared 
vision of how it will shape for the future; 
that vision is something we’re very proud 
to be part of.”

3 One supplier means one 
invoice
Although there are no boundaries when it 
comes to sourcing additional products and 
services from the wider industry, it can be 
costly to utilise multiple suppliers. Often, 
sourcing additional suppliers requires time 
and a quality vetting process. Then, once a 
supplier is selected, there comes an initial 
period of learning, where it is prudent to 
understand specific business, staff and 
customer requirements.

It’s also worth considering the 

Danielle Gallagher, 
Sales Manager, 

VOW

If our 
customer 
does well 
we do well 
and we have 
a vested 
interest in 
ensuring we 
support all 
our resellers’ 
businesses.
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We take 
great pride 
in being a 
distributor 
that only 
provides 
authorised 
products.

additional cost of using multiple suppliers. 
Although it is difficult to identify an exact 
cost, the reality is that it adds unnecessary 
cost into a business to have multiple 
suppliers, invoices, quotes and deliveries 
which can often wipe out any up-front cost 
saving you originally identified.

4 Get assurances on delivery 
best practices
Having a next day delivery service is just 
the start. VOW understands that customers 
have specific requirements such as a 
specified location, late or early deliveries 
with key drop and packaging preferences.

Additionally, by having a sustainable 
delivery ethos including a transport 
network measured on efficient driving, 
IT resellers can pass on VOW’s green 
credentials to their customers.

Danielle explains, “At VOW we work 
with our suppliers to ensure we reduce 
wastage in all our activities, operations 
and packaging via annual reviews. We 
also encourage customers to reduce waste 
by maximising order packaging and by 
implementing initiatives such as electronic 
ordering and invoicing.

5 Always look at a potential 
supplier’s infrastructure
IT resellers concentrating on delivery 
efficiencies alone can be further reassured 
by what a large and established wholesaler 
can offer. A comprehensive stock and 
vast physical presence lends unparalleled 
credence to business reliability.

Additionally, VOW’s robust Business 
Continuity Plan ensures that they can 
not only look after their customers, but 
ultimately ensure that their resellers can 
look after their customers. Illustrating 
this point, VOW has a national network 
of warehouses backed by a highly 
experienced team, and has a group stock 
holding of £50m across 600,000 square 
feet of state-of-the-art warehouse facilities.

6 Ensure your supplier is 
authorised
Counterfeiting is still very real in the 
industry and having a 100% authorised 
distributor can greatly alleviate any 
concerns that IT resellers may have. The 
occurrence of counterfeit products is not 
only detrimental to reseller-customer 
relationships, but also irreversibly 

damaging to industry reputation.
Danielle continues, “We take great 

pride in being a distributor that only 
provides authorised products, and regularly 
work with our large OEM suppliers to help 
raise awareness of counterfeit products to 
our resellers.”

7 Additional services add 
value to any business
VOW’s value added services span the 
whole range required to support any 
business model. From managed print 
services, bespoke printing and complete 
marketing and design to sourcing special 
unique products, businesses that truly 
want to diversify and expand will need 
to consider if their supplier covers value 
added services. Whether applicable at 
present or not, having a supplier that offers 
value added services can help future-proof 
an IT reseller’s business.

For more information on what  
you should look for in your business 
supplies partner speak to the  
NES team at VOW by calling  
0844 980 8220.
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All MFPs are the same, aren’t they? 
Not at all, says Samsung UK head 
of print Mark Ash. And nor are the 
companies that supply them.  

For evidence, he points to Samsung’s 
new MX7 A3 MFPs, which he says 
represent a radically different approach to 
‘the connected workplace’ – an approach 
that is consistent with Samsung’s appetite 
for speed epitomised by the Korean 
expression ‘ppalli, ppalli’, meaning ‘quick, 
quick‘.

Samsung’s focus on speed may explain 
why Ash is apologetic about A3 MFP sales 
growth of 46% in the first half of this year. 
Competitors would kill for figures like this, 
but Ash wants faster growth if Samsung is 
to become a Tier 1 A3 MFP manufacturer 
by the end of 2017. 

Or maybe he’s just been spoilt by some 
of his division’s other results, including a 
936% increase in MPS signings in the first 
half of the year.

Smart interface
So what is it about the Samsung MX7 
series that is so different? 

The most eye-catching element is 
the smart UX interface running on a 
10.1in Android tablet. This is an intuitive, 
modern means of interacting with a device 
that also allows Samsung to customise 
machines and leverage its expertise in 
mobile technologies to put MFPs at the 
heart of 'the connected workplace'.

“People entering the workplace today 
expect an app for everything,” explained 
Ash. “With our platform, you can turn 
basic print, copy, scan, fax into a platform 
and personalise that experience at a user 
level. Most of the key customer wins 
we've had in the last 3 to 4 months have 
had bespoke customer user interfaces 
displaying the customer name and their 
choice of apps – and these don’t have to 
be print apps. I saw someone yesterday 
who wanted YouTube on the display.”

Paul Birkett, sales and marketing 
director at Samsung Electronics Europe, 
adds that this versatility and Samsung’s 
ability to quickly develop solutions for its 
customers are proving instrumental in a 
number of key wins. 

“One client in the Nordics was looking 

to buy screens and large format displays 
for signage. But they could only afford to 
have a few dotted around the building, 
which didn’t give them the coverage 
they wanted. As it happens, they had 
just acquired Samsung smart MFPs with 
10-inch tablets on them, and had already 
built an Android app to link to their 
signage platform. In less than two days, 
we modified that app to run on the smart 
UX. Now, when the MFPs are not being 
used, they become tiny 10in information 
displays that can play videos and display 
information. As soon as someone walks up 
to a device, it becomes a copier and then, 
when they walk away, it reverts to being a 
display. That won the deal for Samsung,” 
he said.

Workflow automation
Birkett adds that the benefits are even 
greater when Samsung applies its skills 
to workflow automation and content 
management services using standard open 
APIs and the Android platform.

“Everyone else is going down what is 
really a legacy IT perspective and that is 
services orientation – you put in a piece 
of middleware to integrate systems and 
provide a path for data to flow through. It 

Vision to succeed 
could be Perceptive; it could be Autonomy; 
it could be Hyland. These all cost up to 
half a million dollars to link two systems 
together. But that world has gone,” he said.

“Today, everything is API-driven and 
you develop services in weeks with two 
programmers fresh out of college. We 
can do that with our platform because 
we link to all of the standard open APIs 
through the Android platform. Because we 
have adopted a mobile platform, it takes 
a matter of days to integrate services. 
You simply access the API that the client 
has already built or use public APIs. This 
different approach to workflow is probably 
the most exciting thing for our partners, 
because suddenly they don’t have to 
spend a quarter of a million dollars on 
Autonomy,” he said.

As an example, he cites a recent project 
with Top Image Systems (TIS). “In one 
week, using one developer, we had full 
invoice processing in the cloud running 
on our platform. That’s the fundamental 
architectural difference that Samsung has 
built,” he said.

Smarter servicing
Birkett points out that Samsung’s platform 
has benefits for the channel too, notably 
through smarter servicing that reduces the 
cost to serve and keeps devices operational 
for longer.

“We are working on a large global 
services alliance at the moment,” he 
explained. “As part of that we have to 
implement a standard service level in 160 
countries worldwide, which is not an easy 
task. The service provider’s engineers use 
mobile phones running the Samsung Smart 
Print Diagnostics Platform and when they 
reach a device all they do is tap in and 
download the diagnostics data. This gets 
pushed up to the cloud over NFC and 
Bluetooth Low Energy and instructions 
come back from the cloud with detailed 
online videos that walk you through what 
the engineer must do. It’s like a service 
manual on steroids. The beauty of it is that 
it’s cloud-based so if you fix something that 
wasn't on the cloud before, you can push 
that suggestion up. It’s tested in our labs in 
Korea and then uploaded to the database. 
You end up with a much higher degree of 
consistency in global services.”

Ash adds that thanks to the Samsung 
platform and the company’s 69,000 
employees in R&D, Samsung in continuing 
to evolve its servicing capability. 

Paul Birkett,  
sales and marketing 
director,  
Samsung Electronics 
Europe

Today, 
everything 
is API-driven 
and you 
develop 
services 
in weeks 
with two 
programmers 
fresh out 
of college. 
platform.

James Goulding learns about 
Samsung’s vision for print at 
the company’s Futurescape 
strategy and product showcase.

continued...
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“We had a meeting with a prospect 
customer who said ’I love your smart 
diagnostic app. I love the fact that I can 
connect by a phone wirelessly, that I can turn 
motors on and engage gears all through the 
phone. And I love the fact that it gives me 
an error code that I can click to get a video 
on how to fix it. However, what I want to do 
is reduce my cost to serve so I can pass the 
benefits on to the customer, and I want to 
do that remotely. Can you do that?’. And the 
guys looked around the room and said ‘No, 
we can’t’,” explained Ash.

What they should have said is ‘Not yet’. 
For Korea quickly came up with a solution.

“Now, if your device fails, an app says 
‘Call Service’. You push a button on the 
screen and it connects to an operator who  
can talk to you on the phone or through 
the UI. They will ask you for a one-time 
password so that they can remote control 
your screen and see everything you do. If 
all it needs is basic user intervention, they 
can play a video on the UI. All error codes 
are linked to 2,000 videos so the user 
can watch an HD video showing how to 
remedy the problem,” he said.

Birkett adds that this capability enables 
service providers to fix many problems 
remotely. “We can remote into a device and 
change the firmware, BIOS settings etc., so 
you have a type of remote serving capability 
that wasn’t possible before. Common MPS 
would tell you there had been a fuser fail, 
and all you could do was despatch an 
engineer with a new fuser cartridge. Now, 

we know if the fuser failure is a timing issue 
and can remote in, change the settings and 
completely resolve the issue.”

Stronger relationships
Another way in which Samsung is 
enhancing its MPS capability is by 
extending the supplier relationships it has 
at a corporate level. A recent example 
being its strategic partnership with Nuance. 

MPS providers know Nuance for its 
imaging and print management solutions, 
such as AutoStore, Equitrac and Safecom, 
but Samsung has a much broader 
engagement with the company, using 
its speech technology in Samsung Smart 
TVs and the S-Voice virtual assistant on 
Samsung Galaxy smartphones, tablets and 
smart watches. The two companies are 
now extending the partnership to cover 
print management.

This, says Birkett, will benefit Samsung 
resellers in a number of ways. “The first 
element is we are going to differentiate at 
the application level. We understand that 
Equitrac is Equitrac, Safecom is Safecom 
and NSI is NSI, but we believe we have 
sophisticated capabilities at the front 
end to do something radical. This is not 
yet a committed product, but imagine 
walking up to a device and being able to 
authenticate with your voice. The device 
does voice-based authentication through 
the Nuance cloud platform so that without 
a card or anything you just walk up to 
the device and say I want to print. That is 
what we mean by differentiation at the 
application layer,” he said.

“The second element is that we realise 
a lot of our clients need an elevated level 

Samsung Dealer Awards 2015

New Partner of the Year
FAXCO
A Samsung partner for two years, Faxco took the decision in February 2015 
to embrace the Samsung connected workplace vision, leading to 400 A3 
placements and, so far this year, 210 Android-powered MX placements.

Smart Print Partner of the Year
BLACK BOX SOLUTIONS
Black Box Solutions has made Samsung its sole partner for MPS and has 
so far implemented more than 100 MX4 installation, increasing turnover to 
£1.6 million from a standing start 18 months ago.

Irish Print Partner of the Year 
JONES BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Based in the South-East of Ireland, this family run business specialises in 
a number of areas including IT services, stationery, office furniture and 
MPS – its main growth engine. Jones Business Systems is on track to be 
Samsung Print’s Number One OA partner in Ireland for the third year 
running, with double-digit growth in 2015. 

Scottish Print Partner of the Year
FAXCO
Scotland is Samsung’s fastest growing territory and much of this is down 
to the tremendous growth of Faxco. A traditional local supplier, Faxco has 
built its business on the quality of its customer service and support. This is 
reflected in a very stable MIF base with zero attrition.

Samsung Capital Partner of the Year
VISION
Samsung brought Samsung Capital financing to market to do more 
business. By embracing it so wholeheartedly and influencing how leasing 
contracts are structured, Vision has helped make Samsung Capital the 
success it is. 

Samsung Print Partner of the Year 2105
DANWOOD GROUP
Danwood has almost 20,000 Samsung installations in both the commercial 
and public sectors. This year alone it has sold 1,500 A3 machines – a 
300% increase – with one customer alone taking 100 MX7 MFPs. Its 
relationship with Samsung is not just about sales but covers a number of 
other areas including marketing and events.

...continued

of support with these solutions. Many are 
not systems integrators, but are print and 
copier companies that have grown up to 
live in the IT world, so the contract also 
includes an escalated support capability 
directly from Nuance on a worldwide basis.

“The final element is go-to-market and 
commercial, with fairly deep collaboration 
between the Nuance and Samsung sales 
and marketing teams to ensure that all 
partners and individual countries take 
maximum advantage of this agreement. 
Nuance is putting in dedicated resources 
at every level – development, support and 
sales and marketing – for Samsung to call 
upon to help with client engagement.”

This is one specific example of how the 
diversity of Samsung’s business interests 
is benefiting its printer partners. More 
generally, Birkett points out that Samsung’s 
leadership in mobile technologies and its 
use of the Android platform on Samsung 
smart MFPs mean that it and its channel 
partners are well placed to shape, support 
and profit from the evolving ‘connected 
workplace’ of tomorrow.

“Print is not defining business 
transformation; mobility and the cloud 
are. They are driving end user experience 
and they are driving how businesses 
operate. That is the reality of the world. 
However, print can be an inhibitor to 
that transformation, if it is not integrated 
correctly because of cultural differences 
or legacy infrastructure. Smart businesses 
are looking at how they can eliminate 
barriers by making print part of the mobile 
and cloud world. That’s Samsung’s unique 
proposition for this market,” he said.
www.samsung.co.uk  
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codes are 
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can watch 
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PARTNER  PROGRAMME

KYOCERA Document Solutions has 
officially launched its new Reseller 
Channel Partner Programme for the 
IT channel, as it seeks to increase 
market share and develop closer 
relationships with resellers in the UK 
& Ireland.

To support the programme, it has also 
expanded its channel support team by two 
thirds, increasing staffing levels from six to 
10 employees, its largest ever headcount.

The new programme
KYOCERA has replaced its existing 
Business Partner and Major Partner levels 
with Enterprise Parter and Enterprise 
Partner Plus accreditation and introduced 
a third tier, Alliance Partner, to provide the 
smallest IT resellers with a named account 
manager and technical, marketing, sales 
and training support.

KYOCERA is looking to recruit 200 
Alliance Partners. There is no minimum 
commitment and the relationship is based 
on a thorough understanding of the 
partner’s needs.

“The important point is that every 
single one of those partners that we have 
recruited/will recruit to the programme 
we've profiled first. We’ve gone into the 
detail of trying to understand them as a 
business and therefore how we can help 
support, develop and grow that business,” 
explained Moya Kelleher, SI and IT Channel 
Sales Manager at KYOCERA Document 
Solutions UK.

“We have two people who will get 
on the phone and engage with the 
vendor manager or business development 
manager to understand that account, 
their current portfolio, their go-to-market 
strategy; their key strengths; where they 
want to go with print; and where print fits 
in with other services. From that we will 
talk to them about becoming an Alliance 
partner,” she said.

KYOCERA started rolling out the 
programme at the beginning of July and 
has so far signed up more than 120 
Alliance Partners, 30 Enterprise Partners 
and 10 Enterprise Plus Partners.

Best kept secret
The IT channel is responsible for 
approximately one third of KYOCERA 
revenue in the UK & Ireland, through sales 
of ECOSYS devices, consumables, software 
and basic print services. Servicing dealers 
selling TaskAlfa MFPs account for two 
thirds of the company’s revenue.

Kelleher told PrintIT Reseller that 
historically KYOCERA has not been as 
active in this market as it could have been.  

“We were only working with a very 
small number of resellers and were relying 
heavily on our two distribution partners to 
manage the rest of the business for us. This 
meant a) we had that 80:20 rule in terms 
of business opportunity and development; 
and b) we have an awful lot more we can 
take to the market. We are like a best kept 
secret,” she said.

In the past, KYOCERA divided its 
managed accounts into Majors, half a 
dozen direct marketing resellers e.g. Misco 
Insight, Printerbase, Printerland; and 
Business Partners, 20-30 larger resellers 
managed through KYOCERA’s distribution 
funded heads (“so we really didn’t know a 
lot about them”). 

There were also a large number of 
Touchstone unmanaged partner accounts 
– typically 500 active accounts from a base 
of 2,000 that had at some point sold a 
KYOCERA device.

Kelleher said that KYOCERA now wants 
to build deeper relationships with the 
broader reseller community to increase its 
market share and to help partners develop 
new opportunities. 

“The plan is to increase revenue and 
market share. We currently have a relatively 
small market share – 6%, according to 
IDC, which we have maintained for several 
years – so even in a declining market, 
which transactional print is, we have an 
opportunity to grow,” she said.

KYOCERA introduces new Partner Programme

Reaching 
out

Managed print 
Kelleher added that one of the purposes 
of the new programme is to help resellers 
identify and target growth areas, including 
colour MFPs and managed print. MPS grew 
by 50% in the first half of the year, but still 
accounts for just one fifth to one sixth of 
business in the IT channel. 

“Managed print is a big growth area, 
but within the IT channel it is still relatively 
new and not a major go-to-market solution 
for most partners,” she said. “Even a 
Basic Print Service, which should be a 
transactional managed print sale, is quite 
complicated because you are signing a 
contract, which is a change of process for a 
traditional IT hardware reseller.”

Two of KYOCERA’s new support team 
are managed print specialists who will be 
able to help IT resellers develop basic print 
service opportunities and/or existing services 
providers add print to their portfolio.

Great feedback
According to Kelleher, the new programme 
has already been well received by IT 
resellers and the company’s two UK 
distributors.

“We have converted everyone who 
wanted across to the new programme and 
our distributors have been very supportive 
and have committed business knowing we 
are doing this, increasing our dealer base 
so they have a bigger target area to go 
for,” she said.

She added: “We won the Vendor of 
the Year Award at the Misco Star awards 
last week. It's the first time one of the big 
players hasn’t won that award. It’s a real 
testament to the team that are there and 
how we engage with that account.”

To find out more about KYOCERA’s 
Partner Programme, please contact 
aaron.anderson@duk.kyocera.com

Managed 
print is a big 
growth area, 
but within the 
IT channel it is 
still relatively 
new and 
not a major 
go-to-market 
solution for 
most partners.

Moya Kelleher,  
SI and IT Channel 
Sales Manager, 
KYOCERA 
Document 
Solutions UK

KYOCERA : Channel Partner
Programme
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We are so confident that you will love our products, that when you 
buy one of the selected products from our range, you can return it 
free of charge within 30 days* if you are not 100% satisfied with 
its performance.

The programme is applicable to a wide range of products from 
black and white lasers to colour multifunction machines*. Why 
not take advantage of this opportunity to improve your business 
communications with greater peace of mind and re-assurance.

Invest in your business with a Ricoh printer or MFP  
and if you’re not 100% happy, we will refund you!*

Chas Moloney
Marketing Director

Steven Hastings
IT Distribution Channel Director

qualIty Pledge

* Terms and conditions apply. Offer applies to selected Ricoh printers and MFPs purchased from authorised IT Resellers: SP 3600DN / SP 3610SF / SP 3600SF / SP 4510DN / SP C440DN / SP C250DN / SP C250SF / SP C252DN / SP C252SF / SP C320DN. 

One product per customer. See website for full details. 

Verb 1 [ with obj. ] commit (a person or 
organisation) by a solemn promise: [ with obj. and 

infinitive ] : Ricoh pledged itself to provide SME 
products with outstanding reliability and quality.
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For full detail please visit: ricohpledge.com

Contact us on:  
01282 776776 (North)  
01256 707070 (South)

Contact us on:  
020 8686 5949

Contact us on:  
01379 649 200

Contact us on:  
020 8296 7066

Contact us on:  
01 274 3070 
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In the last issue of PrintIT Reseller, 
Dell Imaging EMEA product marketing 
director Dave McNally explained how 
Dell differentiates itself from the 
competition and outlined what he sees 
as the company’s key selling points, 
including ease of use and optimisation 
for mobility and the cloud.

It was no surprise, then, that all talk 
at the launch of Dell’s new H-Series 
and S-Series MFPs was about the 
user experience – ease of use, ease of 
installation and ease of management – 
and not speeds and feeds.

“At Dell, we try to make it easier for our 
customers,” explained McNally. “We look 
at how customers interact with a device. 
How easy is it for them to use the device? 
How easy is it for them to manage the 
device? How easy is it for them to own 
the device? This is where we put a lot of 
resources and a lot of effort.”

H-Series & Dell Document Hub
Nothing reflects this approach better than 
the Dell Document Hub included on the 
three new Dell H-series MFPs for small 
businesses and unmanaged IT environments 
– the H825cdw (£309), the H625cdw 
(£259) and the mono H815dw (£259).

Previously only available on one device, 
Dell Document Hub makes it easy for 
users to upload, retrieve, print and share 
documents in the cloud. It acts as a gateway 
to seven cloud services (so far), including 
Box, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, Evernote, 
SharePoint Online, Salesforce.com and 
Google Drive, and enables users to scan and 
convert documents into editable formats. 

What makes Dell Document Hub so 
useful is: a) access to all seven cloud 
providers via a single, secure sign-on, 
which removes the need to remember 
multiple passwords; and b) aggregated 
search across all seven services, which 
lets small businesses make full use of free 
storage allowances without impacting their 
ability to find and retrieve documents.

New and improved
As well as increasing the number 
of devices with Dell Document Hub 
embedded, Dell has added useful new 
features. These include:
Greater availability: Users can access 

the Dell Document Hub from the printer 
control panel, via the Dell Printer Hub 
interface on a PC (see below) or via a 
free iOS/Android app, which also provides 
mobile printing and scanning functionality;
OCR in the cloud: Free cloud-based 
optical character recognition (OCR) lets 
users, including Android/iOS/Windows 
smartphone or tablet users, convert scanned 
documents into editable Microsoft Office 
files or save them as searchable PDFs.
Salesforce.com integration: A 
Salesforce.com connector enables users 
to scan contracts, tenders and other 
documents directly into Salesforce.com  
from an MFP or mobile device. 
Action Favourites: One-button 
customised workflows for common 
scanning jobs remove the need to apply 
attributes such as destination, resolution 
etc. every time you scan a document;
Camera Capture: This lets users take a 
photo with a tablet/smartphone and print 
it instantly or save it to a pre-determined 
destination;
NFC: Integrated NFC provides tap to print 
and tap to scan functionality from mobile 
devices and easy and secure authentication 
in unmanaged IT environments. 

Dave McNally told PrintIT Reseller 
that in the last six months the number 
of Dell Document Hub registrations has 
increased by 150% and that with the new 
developments he is expecting take-up to 
accelerate further.

“The fact that we’ve enhanced Dell 
Document Hub with integration into 
Salesforce.com means that we now have 
seven connectors. That really opens up the 
capabilities of the product. And, whereas 

At the beginning of October, Dell invited 50 print partners to the 
Oktoberfest in Munich to drink beer and learn about the free ease of use 
features on the company’s new MFPs.

Free and easy
previously we only had Dell Document Hub 
on one device, it’s now embedded on three 
new products,” he said.

Dell Printer Hub
In addition to Dell Document Hub, H-Series 
devices come with the Dell Printer Hub for 
easy printer management and operation.

The interface has tabs for the Dell 
Document Hub; My Actions, such as scan 
to email and pre-defined workflows; 
and My Printer, which collects all printer 
management tools in one place, including 
automated toner alerts, online suppliers 
ordering, one-click firmware upgrades 
and replication of printer settings across 
multiple devices. 

New features include the ability to 
download documents from cloud accounts 
in their native format, rather than just as 
PDFs; to email documents in their source 
format; and to sync scan features across all 
Dell Document Hub devices, mobile devices 
and Dell Printer Hub.  

S-Series 
Dell has also made significant 
enhancements to its S-Series of smart 
devices for managed IT environments, 
featuring enterprise levels of security, such 
as LDAP authentication and secure print 
release, and the ability to streamline and 
automate workflows. The biggest of these 
is a free connector that enables users to 
scan directly into SharePoint On Premise. 

“We are opening up SharePoint On 
Premise for the first time,” explained 
McNally. “There aren’t many companies 
that don't use SharePoint and SharePoint 
On Premise. Even customers that don't 
want to use the cloud, want to use 
SharePoint, so having a direct connection 
into that is really, really important.”

McNally claims that competitors 
normally charge $250-$600 for this 
feature, whereas Dell is offering it for free 
on the new Dell S2815dn (£229) and Dell 
S2825cdn (£289) devices.

Ease of use
Dell H-Series and S-Series devices include 
many other features designed to improve 
ease of use, including easier paper jam 
resolution; an intelligent scan function that 
remembers the last eight scan jobs; and 
quick and easy installation – 2.5 times 
faster than competitor products. With third 
generation, low-melt toner, the printers 
also have lower energy consumption.
www.dell.co.uk

As well as 
increasing 
the number 
of devices 
with Dell 
Document 
Hub 
embedded, 
Dell has 
added useful 
new features.

Dell : H-Series
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CANON EXPO

Here’s a question for fans of the 
BBC Two quiz show Only Connect. 
What comes next in the following 
sequence: Canon over IP; See More. 
Create More. Be More.; We Speak 
Image?

The answer is Come and See. And 
the connection is that they are the main 
themes of the last four Canon Expos held 
in 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 – themes 
that connect Canon’s diverse portfolio and 
provide a framework and direction of travel 
for future innovations.

A better slogan for this year’s 
exhibition, more in keeping with the 
descriptive handles of previous years, 
would have been Imaging of Things, a 
phrase used by Canon Inc president and 
CEO Fujio Mitarai in his keynote address 
when positioning Canon at the heart of the 
developing Internet of Things (IoT).

Mitarai pointed out that 87% of the 
information human beings receive from 
the outside world is processed visually, 
adding that what makes inter-connected 
devices truly smart are their cameras and 
sensors and the visual data that they 
generate and communicate. On this basis, 
he argued that Canon, with its leadership 
in imaging sensors, lenses and processors, 
is well placed to seize new opportunities 
presented by the IoT.

As an example, he cited network 
cameras. Through its acquisition of 
Milestore and Axis Communications, Canon 
is already the largest surveillance system 
company in the world and over the next 
five years it plans to build on this position 
with ground-breaking new products 
like the super-sensitive Ultra Telephoto 

Network Camera capable of capturing 
detailed colour images at night without the 
need for infrared lighting.

Growth areas
Network visual solutions (video 
surveillance) is one of three growth areas 
Canon will be focusing on over the next 
five years. The other two are 3D printing 
and graphic arts. 

Canon already offers a range of 3D 
printers through its partnership with 3D 
Systems. The big revelation at Canon 
Expo 2015 was the news that Canon 
has now developed its own 3D printer. 
Designed for professional and industrial 
applications, from rapid prototyping to 
manufacturing, the printer uses a resin-
based system offering superior strength 
and faster modelling/setting speeds. It has 
also developed Integrated Software that 
seamlessly links 3D scanners and printers.

Canon has been active in the graphic 
arts market for many years and is expecting 
further growth as customers make the 
transition from analogue to digital 
printing. Rokus van Iperen, President and 
CEO of Canon Europe, Middle East and 
Africa, said this process is accelerating as 
digital printers, like the recently launched 
Océ Colorwave 910 wide format printer, 
become more productive, more versatile 
and produce better quality output. 

An interesting development in the 
pipeline is Canon’s tactile, 2.5D ‘Super 
Creative Printing’, samples of which were 
on display at Canon Expo for people to 
touch and feel. High sensitivity cameras 
scan and record the surfaces of 3D 
objects that can then be reproduced using 
Océ-developed elevation print. The 2.5D 
technology can recreate the brushstrokes 
of oil paintings, the feel of fabric, even the 
contours of one’s skin.

To find out more about Canon’s 
plans for the next five years, the 
Imaging of Things and the products 
and services it is bringing out to 
transform the offices, homes and 
public spaces of the future, please 
visit  
www.canon-europe.com/expo/

The Imaging of Things

Canon has developed 
its own 3D printer for 
professional and industrial 
applications.

Océ Colorwave 910, the fastest digital wide 
format colour printer on the market.

Canon Super 
Creative Printing 
captures the 
texture of 
objects in 2.5D 
elevated print.

Scenes printed with High-Definition Large Format Print are so 
lifelike, says Canon, that they can easily be mistaken for the real 
thing.

Canon Expo 2015 provided a sneak preview of 
technologies set to shape tomorrow’s world
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Amazon is exploiting the opportunities presented by the Internet of 
Things (IoT) with the launch of a new service called Amazon Dash 
Replacement Service (DRS).

Initially only available in the US, DRS simplifies the ordering of consumables 
for a wide range of consumer and business devices and enables manufacturers to 
take advantage of Amazon’s authentication and payment systems and fulfilment 
network.

Amazon offers manufacturers two ways to implement DRS. They can either 
build a button into a device that the user must press to order new supplies; or the 
machine itself can monitor supplies and automatically order replacements as soon 
as they are needed.

This type of managed service is already familiar to many printer users, through 
entry-level managed print services (MPS) offered by vendors and resellers to 
business customers, and through new consumer offerings, notably HP’s Instant Ink. 

DRS extends automatic consumables ordering to any device that can connect to 
the internet directly or through a proxy. In addition to printers from Samsung and 
Brother, DRS will be offered with Brita water jugs that will automatically order new 
filters; pet food dispensers that will place orders when supplies are getting low; 
Sealed Air soap dispensers; and a smart lock that orders new batteries when they 
are needed.

Supplies are ordered from Amazon itself or from a supplier’s own Amazon.com 
store with fulfilment by Amazon.

DRS is currently in beta, but will be made publicly available to manufacturers 
and their customers in the autumn. 

Amazon would not say if or when DRS will be launched in the UK. However, UK 
e-commerce fulfilment specialist ParcelHero believes that Amazon’s new one-hour 
online groceries delivery service in Birmingham and London is paving the way for a 
UK launch.  

David Jinks, ParcelHero’s head of public relations, said: “As ground-breaking as 
the launch of the Amazon Fresh one-hour delivery service is in the UK, it is clearing 
the way for something even more significant in the long-term, its ‘Internet of 
Things’ service Dash. Dash will eventually enable your fridge to automatically order 
your milk or pizza when you run out, or your coffee machine to know when you 
need your next Espresso or Caremelito.”

He added: “The warehousing and logistics needed for launching Fresh will 
also underpin the Dash service. In a number of US cities where Amazon Fresh 
is available, Dash has already been introduced. Over 500 products are now 
available in the US for instant order through Dash, including Tide, Kraft Foods and 
Hershey’s. At the moment users literally tap a button attached to their fridge or 
other appliances to order without fuss, but the technology is already available to 
enable freezers etc. to keep track of various products and send a replenish order 
automatically.”

Dash for deliveries
Samsung and Brother are among the first manufacturers to 
take advantage of Amazon’s new just-in-time consumables 
delivery service

The Versatile Collaboration System 
(VCS), combining a 2D/3D digital 
camera, projector and movement 
sensor, lets you scan documents and 
3D objects, project images onto larger 
surfaces and edit said images in 
real-time using intuitive gestures. The 
all-in-one unit can even recognise 
and extract data from documents 
and transfer it to back-end systems.

Canon’s Mixed Reality (MREAL) technology 
immerses the wearer into computer-
generated imagery so that they can view 
and interact with 
prototypes in 
360°.
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In the middle of October, Sharp 
Electronics brought 550 dealers from 
30 countries to Malta to attend the 
first Sharp Inspire Expo for three years.  

Inspire Expo 2015 provided a forum 
for Sharp to reveal its latest print and 
document solutions, articulate its vision 
for the future and announce a number 
of important strategic changes that have 
been forced on the company by problems 
in its LCD panel and solar energy divisions. 

The most significant of these changes is 
a new corporate structure and the creation 
of five virtual companies for consumer 
electronics, energy solutions, business 
solutions, display devices (components) 
and electronic devices and components.

Sharp has taken this step so that each 
business unit has more autonomy and 
becomes responsible for its own business, 
profit and loss and investment. 

The new arrangement is good news for 
the Sharp Business Solutions Group, which 
has enjoyed year-on-year increases in profit 
since 2012, which it will now be able to 
reinvest for further growth.

Product synergies
Another reason for creating the five 
virtual businesses is to encourage greater 
integration between related technologies 
that would once have been developed 
separately with poor or non-existent 

interconnectivity.
From October 1, Sharp Visual Solutions 

and Sharp Document Solutons have been 
brought together under the umbrella 
of Sharp Business Solutions Group. As 
the printed page, monitors, interactive 
whiteboards and digital signage are, in their 
different ways, all display technologies, this 
arrangement makes sense.

The fruits of improved interconnectivity 
can already be seen in the integration of 
Sharp MFPs and Big Pad displays with 
Cloud Portal Office (see below).

Consumer exit
In addition, to these organisational 
changes, Sharp is continuing to reduce its 

Sharp reorganises to drive growth in five key product areas and combines its document 
and visual solutions in a single virtual business

Signs of the times
fixed costs. As part of this strategy, it is 
focusing more on the profitable business-
to-business (B2B) market. 

In Europe, Sharp has already exited the 
consumer electronics business and the only 
Sharp consumer white goods still being 
sold are in Italy and Russia. 

Today, 90% of Sharp finished goods 
sold in Europe are B2B, with the remaining 
10% made up of energy solutions, such as 
LED lighting. 

Channel strategy
So what do these changes mean for Sharp’s 
UK resellers? Do they represent a change in 
Sharp's channel strategy? And do they offer 
new opportunities for ambitious dealers?

In some respects, it is business as usual 
for Sharp. In 2012, Sharp set a target of 
50% direct sales and 50% indirect sales in 
Europe and it plans to stick to this ratio.

Company acquisitions have played a 
major part in achieving the right balance 
between direct and indirect business. Since 
2012, Sharp has boosted its direct business 
with the acquisition of eight dealerships 
across Europe, including three in the UK 
–  IOT, Copifax in Burnley and CopyIT in 
East Anglia.

Martin McCarney, Regional Head for 
Sharp Business Solutions UK and Nordics, 
told PrintIT Reseller that Sharp would 
continue with this strategy:

“We are very keen to grow both 
channels. Acquisition is one route, but 
organic growth is the other route, and we 
are achieving growth in both our channels. 
There are some real good opportunities, 
especially in the dealer channel, for Sharp to 
win a greater share in multi-brand dealers 
and that is something we are working on 
with quite a few dealers,” he said.

In other respects Sharp’s approach is 
changing. As it develops a new strategy 
for the connected workplace of tomorrow, 
it is giving resellers the ability to diversify 
their MFP offering and take advantage of 
opportunities for cross-selling.

Today, 90% of 
Sharp finished 
goods sold 
in Europe are 
B2B, with the 
remaining 
10% made 
up of energy 
solutions, 
such as LED 
lighting.

continued...
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Beyond MFP
Mr Jeff Ashida, President of Sharp 
Information Systems Europe, describes 
this approach as ‘Beyond MFP’ and says 
it is driving broader, closer and deeper 
relationships with customers and channel 
partners.

Central to this concept is the 
development of solutions that bring 
together MFPs, software, digital signage, 
touchscreens, cloud storage etc. so that 
organisations do not have to shop around 
multiple suppliers but can buy a complete, 
fully integrated solution from one trusted 
partner.

An example of this is Sharp’s new 
Optimised Managed Services (OMS) 
proposition that extends the scope 
of managed print services to include 
print, cloud storage, display screens and 
workflow software, and links all the 
different elements under the umbrella of a 
single service provider.

Sharp developed OMS for its direct 
business, and it is now encouraging 
channel partners to follow its lead 
and make the most of its portfolio of 
integrated, inter-connected solutions.

“We're really excited about what’s 
happening at Inspire because we are 
offering our dealers the opportunity to 
tap into quite a bandwidth of different 
products and take something different to 
their customers,” said McCarney.

“Dealers need to try to create a USP. 
With many of them it’s their service, but 
if we can now introduce a cloud offering, 
together with visual solutions, together 
with a fantastic new range of colour A3 
products, with one engine which offers the 
dealer reduced costs that they can pass on 
to their customer and more efficiency from 
a servicing and stocking point of view, it 
puts the dealer and Sharp as a partnership 
in a very good place,” he said.

Backup and Support
McCarney added that Sharp will support 
channel partners to ensure they made the 
most of this opportunity. 

“Some of our dealers, especially the 
bigger ones, are already selling leading 
edge solutions to their customers. They 
have invested in infrastructure and people 
to ensure they deliver the right solutions to 
the customer. In addition, we are very keen 
to work with some of our smaller dealers 
who show ambition in that area,” he said.

“They can tap into Sharp’s back-up 
infrastructure, where we can support them 
on the technical side, the solutions side and 
with training and pre-sales support. When 
we see new dealers that are hungry to grow, 
we put a lot of resources into them, because 
they are tomorrow’s bigger dealers.”

He added: “As a manufacturer, we have 

a lot of experience in the UK. Between the 
direct and the indirect teams we employ 
nearly 400 people. We’ve got a lot of 
positive experience we share with our 
dealers. Some of this experience comes 
from the direct side and we are happy to 
share that and supplement our support 
where a dealer may feel a little weak.”

New products
Much was made of this capability in 
the accompanying exhibition of new 
print, storage, display and collaboration 
solutions. These include:
n MX Colour MFP platform.  Sharp 
unveiled a new generation of colour A3 
MFPs boasting a radical new design and a 
stripped down user interface that requires 
just two button presses to copy. Due to be 
launched in January, the range includes 13 
products with print speeds ranging from 
30 to 60 pages per minute. The MFPs are 
offered in dual lines: a basic version for 
organisations with simple needs and an 
advanced version for organisations with 
more complex solutions-based requirements.

Sharp says it has designed the new 
platform with resellers in mind. For example, 
it has locked down the cartridges so users 
can't replace them when they still contain 
toner, which carries a cost for resellers; 
and it has used just one engine across 
the whole range, whereas before it had 
three. This reduces training 
requirements and the need for 
dealers to carry so many spares. 
Consumables are the same 

across all devices except the fastest models. 
Useful features include duplex scanners 

that scan both sides of the page in a single 
pass at speeds of 100 pages/200 images 
per minute; direct connections to cloud 
services, such as Microsoft 365 and Google 
Drive; a direct USB print capability for 
Microsoft Office files; a built-in server that 
provides free pull printing across up to five 
devices; and a motion sensor that detects 
when someone walks up to the device and  
automatically lights up the display.
n Sharp Optimised Solutions. Another 
way in which Sharp is simplifying matters 
for the channel is through the supply of 
pre-packaged print solutions created in 
partnership with leading software suppliers 
like Ysoft and drivve. The range already 
includes Sharp-branded solutions for 
scan capture, output management and 
mobile print. In the pipeline are workflow, 
document management and content 
management solutions.
n Light Production MFP. One of Sharp’s 
successes since 2012 has been its move 
into corporate print rooms with colour 
production devices. Its new models combine 
the flexibility and user interface of Sharp’s 
office range with the productivity benefits 
of production devices such as air-fed 
feeding, in-line finishing and support for a 
wide range of paper stocks. A new option 
is a time- and space-saving in-built Fiery 
workflow operated through the devices’ 
large touchscreen. 
n Cloud Portal Office 2.0. The new 
version of Sharp's cloud-based document 
storage and collaboration solution has 
been enhanced with light document 
management capabilities, including manual 
indexing and syncing with mobile devices. 
In the first quarter of 2016, Sharp plans to 
bring out Cloud Portal Office 2.1, which 
will include automatic indexing through 
OCR and an API that enables partners to 
integrate third party software and develop 
solutions for specific vertical industries, 
such as legal, finance, healthcare and 
education, as well as business functions 
like HR. 
n Big Pad. Sharp’s flagship interactive 
whiteboard is designed to support better 
decision-making and more engaging 
meetings, lessons and training sessions. 
It has an 80 inch 10-point capacitive 
touchscreen, delivering a familiar iPad-
like experience whether using a finger or 
pressure-sensitive stylus to write with. 
Up to four people can work on the same 
document on-screen at any one time and 
two or more Big Pads can be placed next 
to each other and documents moved from 
one to another with a simple swipe. An 
added attraction for business customers is 
certification for Microsoft Skype for Business 
and Crestron automated control systems.

...continued

We are 
offering our 
dealers the 
opportunity to 
tap into quite 
a bandwidth 
of different 
products 
and take 
something 
different 
to their 
customers.

Sharp : MX Series MFPs
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PITR: Was the decision to create 
five virtual businesses (see page 29)  
made so that it might be easier to 
sell bits off at some point?

Tetsuji Kawamura (TK): There is no 
direct connection between the virtual 
company system and selling parts of the 
business. The main purpose of the company 
system is to facilitate quicker decisions, 
with more responsibility and more 
autonomy as well.

With a flatter organisation, I hope it 
will be quicker and easier for individual 
business sectors to make investment 
decisions. If we have one bucket, or one 
wallet, sometimes when one part of the 
business is in difficulty there will be some 
hesitation to focus on other areas that 
require investment. I like to hope that that 
focus will be clearer and decisions will be 
made more quickly.

I think the reason for your question is 
the rumour and speculation about LCD. Of 
course, our company is thinking about lots 
of options, as it has to. But so far nothing 
is determined and, again, this is not why 
we are separating the larger companies. 

PITR: What proportion of Sharp 
revenue comes from the Business 
Solutions Group?

TK: A little over 10%. Business Solutions 
Group is still quite small in terms of 
revenue, but significant in terms of profit.

PITR: In the Business Solutions Group, 
how does revenue break down 
between document solutions and 
displays?

TK:  Globally, document has over 80% 
and the rest comes from other business 
areas. In addition to visual solutions, we 
have POS (point of sale systems) and cash 
registers.

PITR: Is it only in Europe that you've 
pulled out of consumer electronics?

TK:  Yes. So far.

PITR: Is that to save costs?

TK:  Unfortunately, it is to mitigate losses.

PITR: Presumably the restructuring 
will give you more autonomy 
to make acquisitions. Are there 
particular areas you are looking at?

TK:  Yes, medical/healthcare and robotics. 
Our virtual company structure makes 
it easier to make investment decisions 
for the future. As a matter of fact, the 
development teams for these new areas 
belong to the Business Solutions company. 
That means we could potentially re-invest 
the money we earn from the very stable 
and profitable MFP business into these 
new opportunities. Always, we have to 
keep thinking of today, tomorrow and the 
day after tomorrow. That’s very important 
for the long-term stability of the company.

PITR: Why robotics?

TK: Because we can leverage our existing 
technology. That’s part of the reason, 
and that’s also why robotics belongs to 
Business Solutions. The MFP integrates 
mechanics, electronics and even chemical 

At Inspire Expo 2015, PrintIT Reseller caught up with Tetsuji Kawamura, 
President of Sharp Electronics Europe, and asked him about the company’s 
plans for the new Business Solutions Group and what Sharp is doing to help 
its dealers increase their sales.

Q&A
and optical technologies. Many of the 
technology resources we have we could 
leverage in this new business area.

PITR: Currently, what are the fastest 
growing areas for the Business 
Solutions Group?

TK: In terms of gross percentages, areas 
like visual solutions are still growing. 
We still see lots of static signs on the 
streets, and in areas like education and 
conferencing there are still lots of static 
whiteboards. Everyone keeps thinking 
what if it becomes more affordable and we 
convert to digital signage. There will be a 
good impact and even a financial benefit in 
converting from static to digital signage.

PITR: Why is it important for Sharp 
to have direct sales? Because that 
would be one way to reduce costs.

TK: When I look at the business I think of 
the end customer first, not the channel. 
The main incentive for me in going direct 
is to get closer to the customer. I hope it 
will enable us to provide a better service 
to the channel, too, because through our 
direct business we are effectively a dealer, 
so we can really understand what dealers’ 
challenges are and what kind of support 
helps them. 

PITR: Dealers today, especially 
with your vision of integrated 
collaboration solutions, will need 
different capabilities than perhaps 
they did five years ago.

TK: Yes, I think so. I do encourage dealers 
to think of tomorrow while they still enjoy 
a good profit from the MFP business. 
One way to encourage them is to set an 
example through the success of our direct 
sales. There are lots of other things we can 
offer to our existing customer base like 
our visual solutions. We have started to 
have some success with these through our 
direct channel and by  sharing that success 
I hope our dealers will be more and more 
encouraged to do it themselves. 

I want our partners to have the 
impression that Sharp is a company that 
always thinks about today, tomorrow 
and the day after tomorrow, and that it is 
able to provide channel partners with the 
profitable sales of tomorrow. That is how I 
would like dealers to see us.

In terms 
of gross 
percentages, 
areas like 
visual 
solutions are 
still growing.

Tetsuji Kawamura, 
President,  
Sharp Electronics 
Europe
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Released to coincide with World 
Paper Free Day on November 5, the 
AIIM Industry Watch report Paper-
Free Progress: measuring outcomes 
highlights the considerable benefits 
that digitisation brings, but also the 
slow progress that companies are 
making in switching from paper-
based processes.

More than four out of five business 
executives surveyed (84%) said they 
achieved payback from paper-free projects 
within 18 months, with 59% achieving 
ROI within 12 months and 26% within six 
months.

Paper-free benefits
Organisations that have digitised processes 
report a range of benefits. These include 
faster customer response times (43%), 
followed by improved productivity, 
enhanced compliance and better 
monitoring of workflow. More than one 
in five (22%) cite improved visibility for 
remote and mobile employees.

For organisations that have implemented 
mobile portable data capture solutions, the 
three biggest benefits are speed of data 
availability (40%), keeping paper out of the 
organisation (38%), improving back office 
processes (38%) and improved logistics and 
forms handling (32%).
 
Paper persists
Despite these benefits, many businesses 
are still struggling with paper: 
n 31% of respondents say their offices are 
still piled high with paper;
n 20% report that paper use in their 
organisation is actually increasing. 
n 40% continue to file ‘important stuff’ 
on paper;
n 56% are wed to signatures on paper for 
contracts and order forms;
n 35% print most of the electronic 
invoices they receive and process as paper;
n 34% agree that most of the documents 
they scan are unchanged from printer to 
scanner, so why print in the first place?

Progress to paper-free is slow
These findings underline the challenges 
many organisations face in making 
key processes paper-free. Only 14% of 
respondents said they were making fast 
progress towards this goal compared to  
37% who said they were making little 
progress.

More than one in 10 respondents have 
not started any digitisation projects (11%) 
or have seen those that they have started 
stall (15%). 

But things are improving
On a more positive note, more than half 
(57%) say they are committed to digital 
transformation and that paper-free is an 
essential starting point; 49% report falling 
paper volumes. 

Subtracting the number of organisations 
where the paper pile is growing from 
the number where it is shrinking gives a 
net positive score of 29%. This compares 
favourably with scores of 23% in 2014 and 
just 3% in 2011.

More than half (55%) say the 
amount of paper flowing through their 
organisation’s business processes is 
decreasing – 12% say it is declining rapidly.

40% of organizations report that 
more than half of their invoices are now 
delivered electronically.

Almost one in five (17%) work in a 
paper-free office.

New research from AIIM shows slow but steady 
progress to paper-lite business processes 

Paper audit
Cultural impediments
So, while progress is being made, it still 
begs the question why is it not happening 
faster. 

AIIM’s research highlights a 
combination of cultural and organisational 
factors that are the diluting the positive 
impact of digitisation.

The main reasons given by respondents 
include management inertia and staff 
preferences (both 49%) and a general lack 
of understanding of paper-free options 
(39%). 

Digitisation drivers
World Paper-Free Day was originally 
promoted as a tree-saving exercise. 
However, AIIM’s survey suggests that this 
approach would no longer be effective.

While 27% have an environmental 
policy to reduce paper usage, just 4% cite 
sustainability as a driver of scanning and 
data capture.

Top of the list is improved searchability 
and shareability of documents, followed by 
productivity, savings in storage space and 
faster response times.

New ways of working are another key 
driver, with 80% of respondents agreeing 
that paper content and processes are a 
huge impediment to remote access and 
teleworking.

The report Paper-Free Progress: measuring 
outcomes is free to AIIM members. It can 
be downloaded from http://info.aiim.
org/paper-free-progress-measuring-
outcomes.

The AIIM research is based on a survey 
of 430 individual members of the AIIM 
community. AIIM is a global, non-profit 
organization that provides independent 
research, education and certification 
programs to information professionals. The 
survey was taken using a web-based tool 
by 430 individual members of the AIIM 
community between Aug. 14 and Sept. 2 
2015.

Find out more at  
www.aiim.org/research

We also have 
factory-fitted 
GPS route 
planning 
devices. These 
reduce travel 
time and fuel 
consumption 
and improve 
productivity.
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Fujitsu is not the market leader in 
professional document scanners 
purely on the strength of its 
products. Just as important is its 
record of continuous innovation and 
the development of new capabilities 
to help channel partners increase 
sales and grow their business.

The company’s new sales and 
marketing strategy epitomises this 
approach. Instead of leading with scanners, 
Fujitsu is prioritising ‘the customer journey’ 
to understand the decision-making process  
customers go through before choosing 
a scanner and to highlight how Fujitsu 
products can solve real-world problems.

“No decision-maker in any company 
wakes up in the morning and says 'I 
must buy a scanner',” explains PFU Vice 
President Mike Nelson. “But they might 
worry about their paper; they might worry 
about compliance; they might worry about 
their document workflow. We have to align 
our messaging with that and help them on 
their journey towards the right solution.”

Platform choice
Depending on their requirements, a 
customer might be directed towards the 
ScanSnap platform, if their aim is to improve 
personal productivity, or towards the 
PaperStream platform, if the requirement is 
to scan to an enterprise process.

“These are the two starting points 
for the customer journey,” says Nelson. 
“We will either take them on a ScanSnap 
journey or a PaperStream journey. But 
to reach this stage we discuss all of the 
customer’s needs and possible solutions 
before even mentioning a scanner. That’s 
an interesting and different approach.”

Fujitsu believes that this is the way to 

encourage greater take-up of scanning and, 
in order to help its 30,000 resellers and 
2,000 ISVs adopt the more consultative 
processes and vertical solutions that this 
approach demands, it is once again raising 
the bar in channel support.

Channel enablement
Fujitsu only sells through the channel, so 
it has always depended on partners for 
growth. Two years ago it introduced the 
concept of ‘channel enablement’. 

“This was a big investment on our part to 
support knowledge transfer between us and 
our reselling partners, our system integration 
partners and everyone in the channel down 
to the end customer. This concept covers 
training and information-based material 
generally, with the aim of ensuring that 
when an end customer talks to a reseller 
about scanning they receive better, more 
relevant information,” explains Nelson.

With such a large reseller base – and 
the desire to recruit even more partners – 
Fujitsu has established processes, systems 
and tools to give channel partners the 
information they need. These include partner 
programmes, online training modules, social 
media material and all manner of content 
that partners can re-purpose, customise and 
use for their own marketing.

Collaboration suites
To support its new strategy, Fujitsu 
has extended its ‘channel enablement’ 
proposition with the establishment of 
new facilities at its European HQ in Hayes, 
Middlesex, where channel partners, their 
customers, Fujitsu and software providers 
can collaborate on solutions and share 
knowledge. These include:
n The Knowledge Suite training facility 
where Fujitsu and its partners can transfer 
and share expertise;
n The Proof of Concept Room, where 

Fujitsu’s new sales and marketing strategy is built on 
collaboration and the sharing of knowledge

Template for success
ISV partners and Fujitsu engineers and 
software developers can work together on 
applications for customers, demonstrate 
solutions, review them and consult with 
the customer; 
n The Vertical Marketing Demonstration 
Suite with applications and videos that can 
be configured for different industry sectors, 
including financial services, insurance, 
healthcare, education and legal. 
n The Video Suite, a fully equipped video 
studio that can be booked by channel 
partners for training purposes and 
producing marketing videos. 

Nelson says Fujitsu is eager for channel 
partners to make the most of these 
meeting rooms and regularly holds events 
to encourage their use. 

“We have KnowledgeShare events to 
which we invite ISV partners, resellers and 
end users. On such days, all the meeting 
rooms have different activities. There 
might be on-the-fly product development 
sessions or demonstrations of specific 
applications in the Proof of Concept Room. 
They are exciting days,” he says.

Successful template
These facilities have proved so successful, 
says Nelson, that Fujitsu is now exporting 
the template to its regional offices in 
Munich, Madrid and Milan.

“We have just been through an 
office move in Milan and we took the 
opportunity to have our working space 
custom-designed to match our external 
sales strategy. Now, the main purpose 
of the offices is to engage with our 
customers; the secondary purpose is to 
provide our staff with desks, phones and 
somewhere to work.”

To find out how you can make use 
of these facilities, please contact 
knowledgesuite@uk.fujitsu.com 
or visit https://portal.imaging-
channel-program.com/en/marketing-
materials/knowledge-suite/
knowledge-suite-brochure.html

We discuss 
all of the 
customer’s 
needs and 
possible 
solutions 
before even 
mentioning a 
scanner.

Mike Nelson,  
Vice President, 
PFU

Until the end of March 2016,  
Fujitsu is running the ScanSnap 

Enterprise Innovation promotion. 
Entering the competition gives start-up 

companies, entrepreneurs and SME 
customers the opportunity to win cash 

prizes. To enter, visit  
www.scansnapinnovation.com.

The Vertical Marketing Demonstration Suite
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What company car options do you 
offer to your sales teams?

Andrew Jones, Sales Director, 1st 
Office: “We offer three options. The 
first is a car allowance that enables the 
sales person to supply their own vehicle. 
This should be practical, modest (i.e. no 
Bentleys or Ferraris, although the allowance 
wouldn’t stretch to that!) and not more 
than four years old. The second option, 
for a new starter/trainee, reflects lower 
gross profit expectancy from their monthly 
performance. Typically this would be a VW 
Golf (due to its low emissions) or a Kia Pro 
Ceed-style car. The third option is based 
around a higher monthly threshold target 
and, depending upon this target, we’d 
typically provide a 3 or 5 series BMW.”

Tony Wills, Commercial & Marketing 
Director, Principal: “We offer a company 
car, company car allowance or a travel 
allowance. This gives totally flexibility 
to all sales staff and allows them to 
choose the best option for their personal 
circumstances.”

Mark Smyth, Operations Director, 
Vision: “Vision currently offers a 
number of company car options, with a 
reasonable choice of manufacturer, and 
a car allowance where the sales person 
purchases or lease hires their own vehicle 
and claims so much per business mile.”

Sam Elphick, Sales Manager, Lex 
Business Equipment Ltd: “For the sales 
team and our engineers, we tend to stick 
to Vauxhall as they offer good value for 
money in the long-term, especially as the 
vehicles are on the road quite a bit. Sat-
nav is essential!”

Matt Goodall, Service Director, Office 
Evolution: “We offer either Ford Fiesta or 
Ford Focus models.” 

Terry Henderson, Business Support 
Manager, Automated Systems Group: 
“BMW or Audi, primarily because both 
brands offer high MPG, low emissions and 
superior build quality.” 

Derek Russell, CEO, RDT Office 
Solutions Group: “As a business, we 
tend to review the available options 
when replacing the fleet. Cost, emissions, 
reliability and suitability are all elements we 
consider when looking at vehicles, but there 
isn’t really a defined option; it’s typically 
based upon availability at the time.”

Do your engineers drive vans or cars? 

Andrew Jones: “Our senior engineers 
drive cars. Our new apprentices drive vans.”

Tony Wills: “They drive cars in the main, 
but we do also have vans in the fleet.”

Electric, hybrid and low-emission cars 
sound like a great idea in theory, but 
are they practical in the field? Our panel 
share their thoughts. 

Clean and green

Mark Smyth: “Vision has just renewed its 
field engineers’ vehicle fleet with Ford. The 
specification is quite high, with full screen 
navigation. We also have factory-fitted GPS 
route planning devices. These reduce travel 
time and fuel consumption and improve 
productivity, which will help us to deliver 
improved service levels.”  

Sam Elphick: “We provide cars for our 
engineers, but with a large enough boot to 
enable them to carry out small deliveries 
too. We have standardised on Vauxhall, 
with whom we have dealt for over 25 
years. We also have vans, which are used 
for larger deliveries and for the installation 
of our printing devices.”

continued...Andrew Jones, Sales Director, 1st Office

Derek Russell, CEO,  
RDT Office Solutions Group

We also have 
factory-fitted 
GPS route 
planning 
devices. These 
reduce travel 
time and fuel 
consumption 
and improve 
productivity.

Elphick's choice: the BMW i8
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Matt Goodall: “All of our engineers drive 
vans, although in most cases these are 
crew vans which have family space and 
the benefit of a large carrying area. These 
provide the perfect balance between car 
and van, and work for both the engineers 
and the company.”

Terry Henderson: “Our engineers drive 
saloon cars. These provide ample room to 
carry spares. We don’t consider vans, as the 
industry as a whole demands cars.”

Derek Russell: “RDT tend to use both, 
depending on the situation. When moving 
equipment there is an obvious requirement 
to use the company vans, but with much 
of our business now solutions-based, our 
analysts tend to make car journeys or use 
public transport when attending client sites. 

“One area we’ve also looked at closely 
is reducing the amount of miles equipment 
travels before its final destination. Taking 
advantage of virtual warehousing through 
Techdata means that instead of equipment 
being shipped directly to us and stored 
onsite, we can now collect it from the 
Techdata facility and deliver it to the client 
when they’re ready. It’s one less trip for the 
equipment and our analyst. We estimate a 
reduction in miles of approximately 25,000 
to 35,000 per annum as a result.” 

Have you considered, or do you 
already have, hybrid or electric 
vehicles?

Andrew Jones: “We have looked at 
hybrid vehicles, but given our geographic 
position and the relatively small number of 
recharging points, it is far more practical 
and cost-effective for us to run a fleet of 
diesel vehicles.”

Tony Wills: “We have considered these 
options and currently have one under 
evaluation.”

Mark Smyth: “When Vision evaluated 
vehicles as part of the recent fleet 
replacement scheme we considered several 
electric hybrid options, including the Toyota 
Prius. However, the boot space was too 
small for field engineers. We also looked 
at Mitsubishi and Vauxhall before finally 
concluding that the market didn’t meet 
our current requirements. This will be 
continuously re-evaluated as the electric 
hybrid offering widens.”   

Sam Elphick: “We trialled an electric van 
recently for two weeks, courtesy of Nissan, 
which was a very unique experience! 
The van itself drove perfectly and was 
very quiet. However, we concluded that 
charging the vehicle would be a little bit 
difficult, especially if our drivers were out 
on the road for a long period of time and 
in a rural area with no accessible charging 
point. In addition, if we were to carry out 
a delivery/installation that was quite far 
away, the logistics of the charging could 
cause a headache.”

Matt Goodall: “We have considered 
both. Generally, hybrid vehicles offer very 
limited range on electric only and the 
additional weight provides a poorer MPG 
figure than a normal diesel engine.”

Terry Henderson: “Yes, we have two in 
our fleet. Experience has shown that hybrid 
cars in general are a way for manufacturers 
to publish low emissions figures. But in 
practice they don’t return MPG anywhere 
near the manufacturers’ claims and they 
are expensive to buy/lease, as they tend 
to be ‘premium’ vehicles. We will consider 
replacing the fleet with hybrid vehicles 
when the cost comes down.”

Derek Russell: “We have looked at 
hybrid electric vehicles and clearly feel that 
they will be a realistic option within the 
next three to five years as the technology 
continues to develop and our existing 
contracts come to a natural end. We always 
encourage the use of public transport 
when it’s feasible.”

When selecting vehicles, what 
emphasis do you place on 
environmental issues and how 
important is cost in the decision-
making process? 

Andrew Jones: “The personal tax cost 
(benefit in kind tax value) will always be 
a significant factor in the selection of 
company cars. A car is not only essential 
for the job; it is also a motivational 
consideration for drivers who typically 
cover 25,000 miles plus per year – it is in 
effect their mobile office. 

“Alongside the personal tax issue in 
the selection process, we consider the CO2 
impact the vehicles will have in relation to 
our company environmental policy. We aim 
to find a balance between the cost and 
environmental impact any vehicle will have 
on the company, the employee and the 
environment.”

Tony Wills: “As we are ISO 
14001-accredited we do take these 
matters seriously and therefore review 
environmental issues as part of our overall 
purchasing decision. We also take a very 
close look at the total running costs and, 
while this is not the determining factor, 
it is a consideration in the final selection 
process.”

Mark Smyth: “Our recent fleet 
replacement scheme was all about the 
environment, emissions and fuel efficiency. 
But this does have to be balanced with 
cost and the return on investment. Vision 
has a strong environmental culture and 
is ISO14001-accredited. We are always 
considering new ways to reduce waste, 
energy consumption and our business’s 
impact on the environment.”

Sam Elphick: “As a business we try 
to be as economical as possible when 
making new vehicle decisions, taking 
into consideration both the cost and 
the environment. With the internet and 
comparison websites it is very easy to gain 
a good understanding of projected costings 
for the vehicle, as well as its impact on the 
environment. We have an allowance for 

...continued

continued...

Matt Goodall, 
Service Director, 
Office Evolution

Experience 
has shown 
that hybrid 
cars in general 
are a way for 
manufacturers 
to publish 
low emissions 
figures. But in 
practice they 
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MPG anywhere 
near the 
manufacturers’ 
claims. 

The Toyota Prius 
dashboard
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company vehicles per employee and try to 
get as much value for money as possible!”

Matt Goodall: “We always consider 
the impact of environmental issues when 
purchasing vehicles, but we balance this 
with the fuel efficiency and tax implications 
for the company and employee. Cost, of 
course, is a factor, but given that these 
vehicles provide better MPG and tax 
implications, you have to consider the 
whole picture.”

Terry Henderson: “For us, both 
environmental impact and cost are high 
priorities. We tend to look at low CO2 
emissions versus the whole life cost. In the 
end, the decisions we make are a balance 
of the two factors.”

Derek Russell: “For most medium-
sized businesses, cost is always going to 
feature as a major consideration. But as 
environmental issues have been creeping 
up the agenda for our corporate managed 
service clients, they are naturally becoming 
an internal talking point, too.” 

Is reducing your carbon footprint as 
important as the headline cost and 
benefit in kind tax implications for 
employees?

Andrew Jones: “As mentioned above, a 
car’s carbon footprint is just as important 
as its cost, but for very different reasons. 
Motivation is key to the retention of key 
employees and cars are always extremely 
emotive. Whilst an environmentally friendly 
car might tick the company’s ‘green’ box it 
has to be attractive enough for the driver 
to be motivated to drive it every day for 
three years until the next replacement 
comes along! Our environmental policy 
will ensure that all emissions are offset 
by purchasing carbon credits to fulfil our 
carbon neutral target.”

Tony Wills: “Yes; we aim to be as 
environmentally friendly and as efficient 

as possible. This relates not only to vehicle 
emissions but also to associated aspects, 
including customer response routing and 
call planning to reduce the overall distance 
travelled.”

Mark Smyth: “Our Environmental 
Management System tracks ways to make 
on-going improvements and our vehicle 
fleet is an obvious target. Employees also 
influence this, as the tax implications can 
be considerable, dependent on the choice 
of vehicle provided to our employees. It’s 
all about striking the right balance for 
the environment, the employee and the 
business.”

Sam Elphick: “I would say that reducing 
our carbon footprint is just as important 
as the headline cost/benefit in kind tax 
implications for our employees. Although 
we provide a vehicle for our employees, 
it is massively important to ensure they 
completely understand the cost to them, 
which is why we try to approve employees’ 
economical vehicle choices – for them and 
our company.”

Matt Goodall: “Reducing our carbon 
footprint is just as important as the cost 
and tax benefits. Generally, a smaller 
carbon footprint leads to greater efficiency 
and reduced tax implications in any case.”

Terry Henderson: “Reducing carbon 
footprint is just as important as the headline 
cost and benefit in kind tax implications for 
staff.  When running a fleet of cars, even 
small reductions in CO2 produce a cost 
benefit and the BIK system is set up to force 
vehicles with high CO2 emissions off the 
road. That said, we take a responsible view 
and aim to reduce our carbon footprint 
across all aspects of our operations.”

Derek Russell: “Today, the carbon 
footprint of printing estates is a 
measurable that corporate clients ask 
us to report on. Because our teams are 
exposed to this mind-set, it’s becoming 
just as important for them that we take an 
environmental approach to the running of 
our business. 

“Headline costs are without doubt 
important, but the fact that we’re 
constantly aware of, and being reminded 
of, the damage caused to our environment 
naturally guides us into considering 
emissions when looking at vehicles. Over 
the next few years, and as a result of the 
recent VW scandal, vehicle manufacturers 
will be more focused on demonstrating 
the environmental viability of their own 
products. We’ll all benefit longer term.”

In a perfect world, if you could 
choose just one car, what would it be 
and why?

Andrew Jones: “It hasn’t been built yet. 
But as soon as a hybrid Ferrari with zero 
emissions and the price tag of a Mondeo 
comes onto the market, we will be in 
heaven! It will also need to come with the 
option of a tow bar or estate model for our 
engineers!”

Tony Wills: “That depends. My personal 
choice would be unaffordable on a 
company-wide basis. We have selected 
VW in the past as our fleet supplier, but in 
light of recent events this may change in 
the future.”  

Mark Smyth: “The perfect vehicle 
would be electric, to reduce costs and 
environmental impact, and have a 
reasonable purchase price, a significant 
range and a large boot space. Four wheel 
drive would be a bonus for the occasional 
harsh winter. Not sure any manufacturer 
has this!”

Sam Elphick: “Difficult question! I do 
quite like the way the world is changing 
and how electric cars are becoming much 
more common, especially when walking 
around the city centre where you can see 
vehicles charging. I would be open to using 
an electric vehicle if the charge lasted long 
enough, and if it did, I would definitely go 
for the BMW i8.”

Matt Goodall: “If it was for work, the 
latest Transit Custom Crew Van Limited is 
the perfect choice; it offers space, good 
economy and is very well appointed. 
For me personally, it would be a 1958 
Plymouth Fury (as in the film Christine).  
I love that car!”

Terry Henderson:  “BMW 3 Series Hybrid. 
Super low emissions and a quality brand.”

Our 
environmental 
policy will 
ensure that 
all emissions 
are offset by 
purchasing 
carbon credits 
to fulfil our 
carbon neutral 
target.

...continued

Sam Elphick, Sales Manager,  
Lex Business Equipment Ltd:

Mark Smyth, 
Operations Director, 
Vision
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Back in 1990, Hollis Office Solutions’ 
Managing Director Garry Thompson 
was a student in Wolverhampton 
when his friend and former copier 
engineer Keith Davies set up Hollis 
Office Solutions with co-director Mike 
Harris and asked him to help out.

“It was a small start-up business with 
quality after-sales support as the primary 
objective, and I very quickly got involved 
in everything, from doing the accounts 
to assisting in machine installations,” he 
explained. 

When Davies decided to move on eight 
years later, Thompson bought him out and 
became joint shareholder with Harris.

Today, Hollis Office Solutions serves 
customers across Mid Wales, North Wales 
and the West Midlands from a ground floor 
office in Oswestry, which includes space for 
the company’s 12 employees, stores and 
the technical department.

Thompson explains that the company’s 
geographical reach is dictated by its strong 
focus on customer service and response 
times.

“We operate predominantly in rural 
areas and so our geographical reach is 
pretty tight. We tend to stick to areas 
within a two-hour commute; any further 
means we’re squeezing our response times 
and that goes against everything we stand 
for. It’s this approach that ensures we 
meet our customers’ SLAs and are able to 
get an engineer on-site within the agreed 
timescale,” he said.  

A complete offering
Hollis specialises in business support 
solutions and has two dedicated IT 
specialists who work alongside the 
company’s MFP engineers. As well as 
document and print management services 
and solutions, it offers IT security solutions 
to protect customers and their valuable 
corporate data from cybercrime.

 “We first got involved in IT services 
at a basic level back in 2001/2002,” 
explained Thompson. “That move was in 
direct response to customer demand, but 
we really ramped it up about six years 
ago. IT integration has become much 
more relevant and we’ve had to upskill 
to ensure that we’re ahead of the game 
and providing the best service to our 
customers.”

Four years ago, Hollis expanded its 
offering further with the establishment of a 
stationery supplies arm.

“The move was designed to secure 
a new revenue stream and to help us 
get a foot in the door with businesses 
who weren’t in the market for print and 
copy devices at that time, but who would 
perhaps view us as a potential partner in 
the future,” explained Thompson. 

Hollis recently enhanced this part 
of the business with the addition of an 
e-commerce website (www.estore.hollis.
gb.com) where customers can order the 
stationery and office supplies they need, 
at the best possible price, often with free 
same-day, local delivery.

“Opening up an online ordering facility 
makes life easier for our customers,” 
Thompson explained, “and will also help to 
increase revenue within the office supplies 
division.”

Steady growth
Hollis Office Solutions has enjoyed steady, 
sustained growth throughout its 25-year 
history, including an 8% increase in turnover 
last year, and a similar rate of growth 
forecast for 2015. Going forward, Thompson 
is targeting a growth rate of 10%.

Customer service remains the key focus for Oswestry-based Hollis Office 
Solutions as it celebrates its silver anniversary. 

Silver service

“That’s a realistic figure. We’ve got 
room to expand without recruiting, 
especially on the service side. And once 
we push forward on the sales side, we will 
look at getting an even bigger team in 
place,” he said. 

Thompson added: “We are Shropshire’s 
best kept secret, and we’re now actively 
raising our profile through a newly created 
sales and marketing strategy.”

To this end, Hollis Office Solutions 
has recruited a new Commercial Director 
and invested heavily in its infrastructure, 
including the latest service management 
systems, so that it can continue to provide 
a rapid and effective onsite response to 
every call for assistance and minimise 
equipment downtime. The support it 
offers customers also includes pragmatic, 
practical and impartial advice to help 
customers reduce running costs and 
increase productivity.

“We make a margin but we don’t 
believe in ripping people off,” explained 
Thompson. “We want them to stay with 
us and place repeat orders. Customer 
retention levels are really high; we may 
lose one or two customers per year, but 
that’s largely down to the fact they’ve 
been bought out or their circumstances 
have changed. We’ve never lost an account 
because of poor service delivery.” 
www.hollis-office-solutions.co.uk

We are 
Shropshire’s 
best kept 
secret, and 
we’re now 
actively 
raising our 
profile.
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Trade Copiers, founded by Managing 
Director Stephen Armistead, who 
works alongside his two sons and 
daughter, buys used multifunctional 
printers from dealers and OEMs and 
then resells them around the world. 

With overseas demand for second-hand 
devices in full working order continuing to 
increase, the family-run business is actively 
looking to expand its customer base and 
work with more dealers, for whom it offers 
a pain-free way to generate additional 
revenue by selling devices removed from 
customers’ premises when upgrading their 
fleet with new technology.

In 2002, Armistead, who has a 
channel background in sales, spotted an 
opportunity to make money buying and 
reselling machines that had reached end-
of-life in the field. He started the business 
initially trading within the UK, but steadily 
built up a network of contacts overseas. 

Today, Trade Copiers conducts about 
95% of its business abroad, shipping used 

machines by the container-load all over 
the world to destinations including UAE, 
China, Singapore, Malaysia and, to a lesser 
degree, within the EU. “We do still trade 
in the UK, but volumes are very small now; 
the big opportunity is most definitely in 
export,” said Armistead.

He added that the firm deals mostly 
with trading posts and only ships by the 
container-load. “A lot of the countries we 
sell into buy in bulk and then ship on to 
final destinations; the only criteria is that 
machines must be in full working order,” 
he said.

Dramatic growth
With the export side of the business 
growing rapidly, and orders coming in 
thick and fast from customers around the 
world, Trade Copiers has had to expand to 
support its fast growth trajectory. It started 
out operating from 100 sq. ft. of rented 
space within a warehouse and 12 months 
ago moved into new premises that include 
a 25,000 sq. ft. warehouse housing around 
3,000 machines at any one time. 

“We invested £1 million and secured a 
much bigger site which, most importantly, 
provides us with space to build additional 
warehousing and office accommodation 
to support future growth,” explained 
Armistead.

Likewise, having started with a single 

Penrith-based Trade Copiers is offering office equipment 
resellers hard cash for their customers’ used MFPs.

Money for old tin
van to do pick-ups across the country, Trade 
Copiers now has a fleet of lorries that are 
on the road five days a week, collecting 
used MFPs and wide format printers and 
taking them back to HQ to have all data 
cleansed prior to resale. Headcount has 
also grown in line with the company’s 
expansion, and Trade Copiers now has 20 
staff, all of whom work in the Penrith office.

Fair prices
Turnover has increased steadily year on 
year, which Armistead attributes to the 
company’s success in winning a much 
bigger slice of the used device market.

 “We deliver a professional service to 
our customers and we pay fair prices,” 
he said. “We’re offering dealers an 
opportunity to earn more from each 
contract win. In almost every case, they 
have to take out and dispose of the second 
hand kit they’re replacing – we’ll pay them 
for it and collect it, too.”

Trade Copiers deals in most makes and 
models but focuses in particular on Ricoh, 
Canon, Konica Minolta, Sharp and Xerox. 
“There are certain models that are hot 
sellers, ones which we can sell as many 
as we can get, anywhere in the world, so 
naturally we’re keen to get these in,” said 
Armistead. 

He added that wide format presents a 
massive new opportunity: “This area is fast 
developing and we’re continuing to win 
new customers for these types of device.” 

Further growth is firmly on the agenda. 
In an average month, Trade Copiers already 
exports in excess of 1,000 machines and 
Armistead hopes to double this over the 
next three years. “We want to purchase 
more machines and make more new 
contacts,” he said. “We have massive 
capacity here and can process significantly 
more devices than we are currently 
handling.” 

Another branch of the company 
involves selling consumables. “This is an 
additional service we offer to customers 
and is complementary to our main 
business,” explained Armistead. “We only 
deal in original supplies, keep large up 
to date stocks and offer fast delivery and 
competitive pricing.”
www.tradecopiers.co.uk
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AD Duplo

DC-445 DUCREASER
FULLY AUTOMATED CREASING SOLUTION

The Duplo DC-445 is a fully automated vacuum-fed creasing solution suited to the 
requirements of digital print. By creasing the sheet prior to folding, it overcomes the 
problem of toner cracking and ensures a visually stunning final document.  
Set-up is fully automatic, it is easy to use and the footprint is small.

A Free Air Knife with 
every purchase.*

Visit us online at www.duplouk.com for more information. 

*Terms & conditions apply. Promotion period: 1st September – 30th November 2015  
(products must be ordered, delivered and invoiced within the promotion period)
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The Print Show is a new annual 
exhibition designed to provide print 
companies with the tools they need 
to remain competitive. Addressing 
the needs of the whole industry, 
from high street print shops to large 
conglomerates, the event played 
host to a diverse range of suppliers 
and manufacturers, all bent on 
highlighting the growth areas of 
their respective sectors.

Event Director Chris Davies said: “The 
reason behind the show is quite simple; the 
UK print industry does not have a dedicated 
exhibition and, to be honest, a market as 
big as ours both needs and deserves one.
Having attended print events in the UK for 
many years, I can honestly say The Print 
Show is something completely different.”

Sales success
Event organisers Link Exhibitions reported 
5,500 visitors over the three days, with 
Wednesday (the second day) the busiest 
with 2,800 attendees. 

Exhibitors recorded a flurry of equipment 
sales and a number of big deals over 
the three days, with Watkiss Automation 
making its first sale within just two hours of  
doors opening. 

EFI announced that White Star Printing 
Company had invested in a large suite of 
software platforms in order to improve its 

efficiency and maximise profit margins, 
whilst Ricoh signed a deal worth £1m with 
PHD Mail Ltd, an industry leader in cost-
effective, multi-channel document delivery.

Explaining why he chose a Ricoh 
InfoPrint 5000 Production CMYK Inkjet 
platform, Kevin Dunn, PHD Business 
Development Director, said: “There comes a 
point when high volume colour production 
becomes unviable on cut-sheet devices. 
Given our ever increasing volumes and tight 
SLAs, we needed a high quality, reliable 
solution to drive our business to the next 
level of capability. The Ricoh IP5000 meets 
these requirements and gives us the ability 
to produce 40m colour A4 images per 
month.”

Many of the exhibitors said that they 
had generated a lot more leads than they 
expected. Finishing specialist Punchbind, for 
example, came along to promote its brand 
of Cyklos machines and ended up with 
a load of leads and a handful of orders. 
Speaking at the show, Sales and Marketing 
Director Jonathan Naylor said: “We’ve been 
able to generate plenty of leads at the show 
and it puts us in a really good position 
moving forward in terms of bringing in new 
customers.”

Lewis Price, Sales Director of Ashgate 
Automation, was also happy with visitor 
levels. He said: “We have had more 
customers than we thought and have had a 

Organisers are celebrating the success of the inaugural The Print Show, held at 
the NEC Birmingham on October 13-15.

Print Show closes 
with 2016 sign-ups

really positive show. I think next year will be 
even bigger.” 

Konica Minolta Marketing Director David 
Cotterill said that there had been a great 
buzz on the stand and that a lot of visitors 
had come through. “We are very happy 
with the attendance and the great news is 
that a lot of the visitors are here to buy,” 
he said.

Signed up for 2016
By the end of the last day, the show’s 
organisers were celebrating a handful of 
companies who’d already signed up for 
next year. 

Konica Minolta agreed a deal for a 204 
square metre stand at the 2016 event, 
signing on the dotted line on the second 
day; Grafityp signed up after selling several 
items at this year’s event; and Perfect 
Bindery Solutions, Signmaster Systems, 
RISO and So Recycle also confirmed their 
presence at next year’s event.

Personalised printing
Personalisation was a key theme. RISO 
showcased its wrapping envelope 
finisher, an optional accessory for the 
ComColor series that produces individually 
personalised mail, ideal for marketing. Each 
letter is wrapped whilst enclosed in the 
machine, ensuring optimum security.

The OKI stand featured the OKI A4 TMT/
OKI C711WT colour laser printer, which was 
used to create individual prints for products 
such as boots, ties, umbrellas, mugs, bags, 
and t-shirts, alongside the company’s wide 
format offering, including the ColorPainter 
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Spice Up Your Business

A Wide Range of Multi Function Lasers
Heat things up in your office with high performance and reliability.

DP-MB310

KX-MB2270
［ KX-MB2200 Series ］

KX-MB2001

KX-MB2575
［ KX-MB2500 Series ］
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KX-MB2061

The DP-MB310 has received BLI awards.

For more information on the full range of Panasonic Printers, Scanners and MFPs simply visit
http://business.panasonic.co.uk/communication-solutions or call 0207 022 6530.
Panasonic System Communications Company Europe, Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 8FP
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M-64s, which prints at 900dpi and includes 
eco-solvent inks that produce no smells or 
fumes. 

One of the show’s highlights was the 
world's first A2 digital duplicator, which 
RISO claims opens up a new stream of 
opportunities for the print and graphics 
industry. A2 is one of the most commonly 
used formats in commercial print and 
the duplicator allows four x A4 multi-
up printing. This saves production time, 
making this new model ideal for a range of 
applications in commercial printing, 
including short-run newspapers, 
flyers and leaflets. Capable of 
printing 1,000 sheets in just 10 
minutes, the single colour digital duplicator 
is ideal not only for commercial printers 
but also for the graphics departments of 
universities.

Ricoh highlighted the wide array 
of new products and services that its 
technology can help printers produce and 
also announced its partnership with Blake 
Envelopes, demonstrating the capability of 
Blake’s Premium envelopes on a Watkiss 
PowerSquare connected to a Ricoh Pro 
C9110. 

Colourbyte and Epson partnered to 
bring a host of wide format printers, RIPs 
and consumables to the show. These 
included the Epson SureColor SC-T5200 
with scanner option and UltraChrome XD 
inks; the Epson SureColor SC-S70600, 
a wide-format eco-solvent printer with 
simultaneous white and metallic ink 
support, ideal for outdoor signage, POS and 
other graphics; and the Epson Stylus Pro 
9890 for contract proofing, photography 
and indoor POS. 

A team from Colourbyte’s Hemel 
Hempstead HQ were joined by specialists 
from Epson who were on hand to answer 
questions about the machines.

The art of the possible
Konica Minolta, which took one of the 
biggest stands at the exhibition and invited 
visitors to ‘explore the art of the possible’, 
made 45 appointments over the show’s 
three days. The print giant showcased a 

host of unique products including the MGI 
Jet Varnish 3DS, a true UV spot coater that 
highlights defined areas and 3D effects, 
enabling print providers to offer attractive 
print products that are more vivid and 
tactile. 

In combination with the Konica Minolta 
print heads, the new varnish formula 
enables printers to create a 3D effect on 
laminated surfaces or directly on toner. 
Plus, the variable data option delivers full 
personalisation capabilities for maximum 
one-to-one marketing impact.

The bizhub PRESS C71hc – the world’s 
only printer featuring High Chroma Toner – 
made its UK debut at the show. Free of the 
restrictions imposed by the colour gamut of 
ordinary toners, High Chroma Toner makes 
it possible to realise a much wider range 
of colour reproduction. Other productivity-
boosting, high speed, feature-rich digital 
presses on show included the bizhub C1060 
PRO and C1100 PRESS.

With traditional design, marketing and 
printing disciplines becoming increasingly 
inter-connected, Konica Minolta believes the 
current climate presents masses of potential 
for growth. At the show, it focussed on 
solutions that enable forward thinking print 
providers to leverage the potential in cross-
media communications, combining print 
with multiple channels including mobile, 
web landing pages and email. 

The company also displayed wonderfully 
bright prints of iconic monuments such as 
the London Eye on its stand, printed on the 
EFI 1625 onto substrates including metal, 
hard board and perspex.

The finishing touch
While litho printers, digital presses and the 
endless potential for print personalisation 
dominated, a number of finishing providers 
were also out in force. Mailing systems from 
KAS Paper Systems and CMC Machinery 
were on show, alongside laminating, wire 
binding and perfect binder solutions from 
brands including D&K Europe, Renz, Joto, 
Morgana, Perfect Bindery Solutions and 
Simply Print Finishing.

After the show, PrintIT!, the popular 

industry initiative run by Proskills, paid 
tribute to the organisers, saying that the 
inaugural staging helped generate plenty of 
interest in the programme.

A number of students who had taken 
part in a competition run by PrintIT! and 
The Print Show to showcase emerging 
talent in the industry were in attendance 
and enjoyed a show tour featuring some of 
print’s biggest brands.

The overall competition winner, Louis 
Wood from St Ives’ School, returned to 
Cornwall with a laptop, while three runners-
up received luxury hampers.

While the competition served as the 
main attraction on the PrintIT! stand, staff 
reported heavy interest from visitors both 
in the programme and the services that 
Proskills offers. Proskills UK Chief Executive 
Jonathan Ledger said: “The Print Show 
demonstrated the huge value that print 
has in the UK and certainly opened the 
students’ eyes to the career potential that’s 
out there.”

He added: “It was also a great 
opportunity for Proskills to talk to print 
companies about how best to get involved 
with PrintIT!” 

Event Director Davies was also full 
of praise for the programme. “For me, 
the PrintIT! competition was one of the 
highlights of the event. The whole idea 
behind the show is to provide the industry 
with a blueprint for the future and what 
better way to do that than to get some of 
the best young minds in the UK involved 
with print,” he said.

Another popular element of The Print 
Show were 'The Masterclasses' – hands-on 
demonstrations from artisans of traditional 
print skills, from letter press to intaglio, relief 
and stone litho printing. The organisers 
reported much positive feedback about this 
zone. They said that people seemed really 
interested in the older technology and said 
it complemented the forward-looking nature 
of the show really well.

The 2016 event will take place at the 
NEC in Birmingham on October 11–13.
www.theprintshow.co.uk
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AND FINALLY

Shaun Wilkinson,  
Managing Director, UTAX (UK) Ltd

60 seconds with…

What was your first job?   
Working in the local DIY shop. It was the most fantastic learning experience. 

What would be your dream job?   
Golf Pro. Never going to happen, but I can dream.

Money’s not an issue, what’s your perfect car … and where 
would you like to drive it?   
Aston Martin DB9S. It oozes power and refinement. I could terrify myself by 
driving on the autobahns in Germany and then enjoy the sublime handling 
whilst driving through the beautiful scenery of the Alps.

Fine dining and good wine, or curry and a pint?  
Never say no to a chicken Korma, but you can’t beat really well cooked 
food, fine Rioja and great company.

Favourite holiday destination.
It would be a two-stop holiday. Istria in Croatia for its sheer beauty and 
then off to Portugal for a few games of golf in the sunshine.

How do you like to spend your spare time? 
Playing the electric guitar badly, but as loud as I can, playing golf and 
trying to spend quality time with my family.

What’s currently having the greatest 
impact on your business?
We are attracting more and more partners, so 
keeping pace with their increasing demand for 
solutions is a good challenge to have. Luckily we 
saw this coming and have been able to adapt very 
quickly to ensure we continue to offer the high 
level of support that our reputation is built on. 
 
Where do you see the next big 
opportunity?
Solutions business is already well entrenched 
in many markets and growth is outpacing 
every other product category. Customers 
are demanding more functionality from 
their localised devices so our new range of 
professional A4 Colour MFPs, with full finishing 
capabilities, fulfils this demand.

What would make your day job easier?
The internal deployment of the solutions and 
apps that we sell is really helping to streamline 
our internal processes and enables me to do a 
lot more with less. Being able to type faster with 
more accuracy would be superb. I am a two-
finger typist and, try as I might, I can’t seem to 
get the other eight fingers to do what my brain 
tells them.   

What’s the best bit of business advice 
you’ve been given?
Treat the people you work with, whether it be 
colleagues, customers or suppliers, as you want 
to be treated yourself and you won’t go far 
wrong.

If you had had a crystal ball, would you 
have done anything differently?

Bought property just after the 1989 crash rather 
than just before it. It took 10 years to recover.
 
Describe your most embarrassing moment.
I can’t mention the colonic irrigation, so it would 
be whilst installing a new EPOS system for a 
customer. I had to copy the software program 
from a previously installed device but managed 
to get them the wrong way round. The result was 
two completely unprogrammed machines, about 
20 minutes before opening. Luckily I was young 
so my heart could withstand the stress, but I have 
never sweated so much.
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Top Distributors & Manufacturers 
                        and Key Diary Dates

01379 649200   www.midwich.com
Midwich is the leading trade-only distributor in the UK and 
Ireland and can provide all your document solution needs. 
Covering print and consumables, document scanners, software, 
service and also 3D Printing, our dedicated sales specialist 
team are here to support you throughout the entire sales 
process. Turn our expertise and knowledge into your business 
advantage.

01932 580100   www.toshibatec.co.uk
Toshiba TEC UK Imaging Systems Ltd is a leading 
supplier of information technology and office 
equipment products ranging from printers and 
multifunctional systems to fax machines and digital 
document management products.

www.oki.co.uk
Oki manufactures innovative digital LED printers and 
multifunctional devices and provides smart managed 
document services to the channel.

www.ricoh.co.uk
In a nutshell, we are a total document and IT solutions 
provider. We offer a range of services tailored to your 
specific needs, from streamlining costs, to enhancing 
business processes and increasing staff productivity.

www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk
One of the world’s leading document output management 
companies, KYOCERA Document Solutions manufactures 
and markets monochrome and colour network printers, 
multifunctional products (MFPs) and a portfolio of software 
solutions.

www.canon.co.uk/imageFORMULA
For over 70 years Canon has been pioneering leading-
edge imaging technologies - from image capture, 
manipulation, processing to print output, management, 
and sharing. Canon has a rich history in imaging 
innovation, constantly driving new developments that 
keep our industry moving. Canon’s imageFORMULA 
Document Scanners integrate world class imaging 
technology with reliable paper handling, and high 
speed performance delivering lasting business value.

www.brother.co.uk
Brother’s focus is on providing you with devices whose 
quality is unmatched by any other manufacturer. From 
our lasers and inkjets, to our A3, label and mobile 
devices, all our printers are built with both the customer 
and the environment in mind.

www.printandcopycontrol.com
ITS is Europe’s largest PaperCut Authorised Solution 
Centre with over 20 years experience providing print 
and copy control solutions. We are vendor neutral, offer 
the widest range of embedded solutions and related 
hardware and fully support our partners regardless of 
the makes and models of printers and multi-function 
devices they supply.

www.sharp.co.uk
Sharp make business equipment that is market leading 
and award winning this is why we keep innovating, to 
provide efficient reliable and cost effective solutions for 
our customers ever changing business needs.

www.lexmark.com
With our extensive understanding of technology and 
unique, industry-specific knowledge gained from devel-
oping custom output solutions for thousands of organ-
isations, Lexmark has the expertise to help you uncover 
hidden opportunities in your output environment and 
implement strategies and processes to streamline the 
flow of information in your business

01933 420556   www.olivettiuk.com
Olivetti, established in 1908, is widely acknowledged 
as Europe’s leading office products manufacturer.

Olivetti’s extensive product portfolio provides its 
dealer network with a full complement of innovative 
solutions includes award-winning business colour and 
mono MFPs, desktop printers, and solutions for print  
and document management.

0871 973 3000   www.ingrammicro.co.uk
Ingram Micro is the world’s largest technology distributor and 
the number one distributor for print in the UK, offering and 
supporting the broadest portfolio of hardware, supplies and 
print solutions.

0118 912 6000   www.westcoast.co.uk
Westcoast Ltd established for over 25 years distributes leading 
IT brands to a broad range of Resellers, Retailers and Office 
Product Dealers in the UK.

N: (01282) 776776   S: (01256) 707070    
www.exertismicro-p.co.uk
Welcome to Exertis Micro-P a true value-added IT 
Distributor dedicated to helping you grow your business.

0844 980 0377   www.dsales.eu
DSales (UK) Ltd is the exclusive UK distributor for the 
DEVELOP range of digital multifunctional devices, 
supplying through a national network of independent 
office equipment dealers. Based in West Yorkshire, DSales 
are entirely independent and have grown rapidly to 
become the largest DEVELOP distributorship in the world.

01256 788 000    www.techdata.co.uk
Tech Data is one of the leading distributors of IT, 
communications, consumer electronics products and services in 
the UK. We offer our customers specialist support in key areas 
of the market, underpinned by exceptional product choice.

020 8296 7066    www.northamber.com
Northamber is the longest established trade-only distributor 
of IT equipment in the UK. Since 1980, Northamber has been 
your partner in IT distribution. Today we are widely recognised 
as the largest UK owned trade-only distributor in our industry.

@MidwichLtd    

@OKIUK    

@KYOCERADUK  

@CanonUKandIE

@brother_UK    

@infotechsupply
Tel: 0208 869 1950

Tel: 01737 220000

@IngramMicroUK    

@Westcoast_UK    

@ExertisMicroP    

@OlivettiUK

@DevelopUK    

@Northamberplc    

@Tech_Data

0844 980 8000    www.voweurope.com
VOW is the UK and Ireland’s leading wholesaler of business 
products, distributing over 24,000 products from its three 
automated distribution centres in England and Ireland to 
over 4,000 resellers and customers.

020 7531 2828    www.betadistribution.com
Beta Distribution is one the UK’s fastest growing ‘trade 
only’ IT Distributors with a portfolio of over 8,000 products. 
Including Consumables, Audio Visual, Data Storage, Hardware, 
Photo and Office Products. Knowledgeable Account Managers, 
consistently competitive pricing and high services levels make 
Beta the supplier of choice for over 2,000 Resellers monthly.

January 2016
06–09 Jan  
Las Vegas, NV

CES  
www.cesweb.org

20–23 Jan  
Olympia, London

bett show  
www.bettshow. 
co.uk

22-23 Jan  
Hilton  
Metropole,  
Birmingham

Green Light 
www.greenlightevent.com
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